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Diameter of wire shield 
Diameter of conductor 
Diameter of start of the earth portion of 
the thermal circuit 
Dielectric loss in insulator 
Ficticions diameter at which the effect of 
loss factor commences 
Product of ratios of distances 
Derived Bessel function of x (Table 3) 
Fourier number 
Dimensionless heat generation 
Current (RMS) 
Thermal conductivity 
Skin effect correction factor for annular 
and segmented conductor 








































Number of nodes for each material 
Number of wires in the shield 
Number of conductors within a stated 
diameter 
Percent area of shield wire in contact with 
insulation 
Power factor of insulator 
Heat generation per unit volume 
Ratio of the sum of the losses in the con-
ductor and shields to the losses in the 
conductor 
Ratio of the sum of the losses in the con-
ductors, sheath and conduit to the losses 
in the conductor 
Radius 
Electrical resistance 
Total ac resistance per conductor 
Total dc resistance of conductor 
dc resistance of shield 
Thermal resistance 
Thermal resistance of air 
Thermal resistance of insulation 


























Effective thermal resistance between 
diameter D and ambient earth including 
thermal ohm-cm 
the effects of loss factor and mutual 
heating by other cables 




ATc Temperature rise of conductor due to cur-
rent produced losses 
ATd Temperature rise of conductor due to dielec-
tric loss 
W Losses developed in the conductor 
Y The increment of ac/dc ratio due to losses 
c 
originating in the conductor 




x Dimensionless time 
a Thermal diffusivity 
Subscripts: 
C Conductor J 
I Insulator E 



















This thesis describes an analytical technique and computer program 
which calculates the steady state and transient temperature distribution 
in underground electrical power cables. The transient conditions are 
assumed to be caused by short-circuit conditions which result in several 
circuit breaker reclosure cycles. The analysis is the result of an 
energy balance which includes the cable and surrounding earth. The gene-
ral partial differential equations for the local transient temperatures 
are too difficult to solve in a closed form, so an implicit numerical 
technique was used to solve the resulting system of finite difference 
equations. The necessary electrical considerations such as dielectric 
loss, skin effect, circulciting shield currents and effective soil thermal 
resistance are described in Section II of the thesis. These factors are 
integrated into the general energy balance. 
The program predicts the radial temperature distribuion as a 
function of time in the four cable materials and the earth. The initial 
cable temperature distribution is assumed to be the steady state values 
which exist when the cable is operated without current fluctuations. 
The resulting computer program is a design tool which can be used 
to predict possible cable geometries and operating conditions which will 
lead to safe material temperatures under steady state and transient con-
ditions. The program is organized so that a person responsible for cable 
design or operation can easily determine the effect that changes in cable 
geometry and properties can have on the cable temperatures. 
XI 
Program results have been compared with other data which exist in 
the open literature, but results for transient conditions are extremely 
scarce. When comparisons can be made, the results of the computer pro-
gram compare favorably. For the steady state cases checked, the program 
predicts steady conductor temperatures which are within 8°C of the values 
listed in the IPCEA-NEMA ampacity tables. The transient results are also 
within about 15°C of the experimental results obtained by Georgia Power 
Company and the theoretical results of Mildner [17]. 
A section of the thesis describes the contents of the computer pro-
gram and the operation of the program so that results can be obtained by 
a user who has a minimum of programming knowledge. An attempt has been 
made to keep the program general so that it will apply to as many 
different practical cable designs as possible. The program consists of a 
main program, a data set and twelve subprograms. The program language is 




A. Description Of Problem 
Presently the majority of electrical current at transmission and 
distribution voltages is transported on overheat conductors supported by 
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poles or metal towers. The heat generated in the conductor due to I R 
losses is dissipated into the air and overhciating of the cable is rarely 
a problem. The current trend in power industry is to replace overhead 
cables with underground cables, and each year more cable, particularly 
distribution cable, is placed underground. This trend is accelerated by 
pressure from environmental and ecology groups who object to power poles 
and overhead cables in residential areas. The trend in the industry is, 
therefore, toward undergound distribution systems and to a lesser ex-
tent to underground transmission systems. 
One problem encountered in an underground system which is not a 
serious problem for overhead conditions is the effective dissipation of 
heat so as to prevent the cable insulation from melting. Since soil is a 
particularly good insulator,, the problem is an acute one. Unfortunately, 
the transfer of heat through a power cable into the surrounding soil is a 
complex one. The heat is not only generated in the conductor but it also 
may be generated in the insulator and the metallic shield material. The 
problem is further complicated by the fact that several cables are 
usually buried near each other and therefore mutual heating effects must 
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be accounted for. The symmetry that is desirable in an analytical model 
is therefore not provided in practice and mutual heating between cables 
must be taken into account. 
One of the primary objectives of this thesis is to provide infor-
mation on the steady state temperature distribution in an underground 
cable for a given set of parameters such as cable geometry, thermal prop-
erties and electrical properties. An analysis of this type using heat 
transfer principles would provide valuable information because it would 
allow decisions to be made on the upper current limits for each cable 
system. Cables could then be permitted to carry the maximum current 
under emergency conditions with relative assurance that they would not 
be damaged by excessive temperatures. 
The type of information generated by such a project can have a 
tremendous economic impact. It is estimated that power losses in trans-
mission and distribution systems exceed $2 billion in lost revenue 
annually in the United States [14]. The potential for savings and the 
incentive to work in the area of.heat losses from cables is considerable. 
Any information which could lead to an increase in cable ampacity without 
damage to the cable could easily recover the funds spent on the research. 
Another significant problem associated with underground cable is 
the dissipation of heat during short time transients. Usually these 
transients are due to a short-circuit in the system which causes a brief 
surge in the current level. The system is often protected by circuit 
breakers which automatically detect the presence of the short and open 
the circuit. The breaker will continue to sequence through several open 
and closed cycles assuming that the reason for the short circuit will be 
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corrected because many underground circuits exit to overhead lines. Dur-
ing a short-circuit condition, the currents through the shield and con-
ductor are often an order of magnitude higher than the level carried 
during normal operation. The sudden increase in current produces a large 
temperature rise, particularly near the shield material. 
The second major objective of this thesis is to predict the temp-
erature distribution in the cable under typical short-circuit conditions. 
Results from this portion of the project will predict those factors which 
will limit cable temperature to safe values. 
The heat transfer analysis used to predict steady state, and par-
ticularly the short-circuit: transient temperature distribution in the un-
derground cable system is quite involved. The transient portion involves 
the solution of five nonhomogeneous partial differential equations with 
variable coefficients. Due to this complexity a digital computer program 
was written to similate the problem and a numerical technique was used to 
solve for the temperature distribution. The predicted results are com-
pared with existing published data, although temperature values either 
theoretical or experimental which exist under transient conditions are 
very scarce. 
The results are analyzed to show the effect of the various input 
parameters on the cable temperature distribution. Hopefully, the results 
will suggest changes in either cable design or the manner in which the 
cable can be buried so that the effect of internal heat generation and 
the amount of lost generated revenue is minimized. 
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B. L i te ra tur e S ear ch 
There are several papers which discuss the energy losses and the 
temperature rise in the electrical cables. 
D. M. Simmons [1] discussed the fundamental constants involved in 
electric circuits. The problem of determining the current carrying capa-̂  
city as limited by temperature rise is then discussed. The paper by 
Simmons is the first extensive work to treat the problem of heat trans-
fer from power cables. 
Neher and McGrath [2] accounted for recent practices in the power 
industry and have applied their results to account for load cycling of 
the cable and temperature rise due to the presence of duct structures 
which are now .frequently used in underground cable systems. The analysis 
presented in this paper deals primarily with, steady state conditions al-
though one highly simplified equation is given for the determination of 
temperatures during emergency ratings. The results of Neher and McGrath 
are used extensively in this thesis. 
J. V. Schmill [15] established equations which determine the 
effective thermal resistivity of soils when moisture migration occurs and 
when steady state condition has been reached.. 
J. H. Neher [8] has calculated the transient temperature rise of a 
buried cable system. The calculations assume there is no temperature rise 
in the earth and it also introduces a suitable formulation for the effec-
tive earth transient. 
B. M. Weedy [6] has used a numerical method to predict the trans-
ient temperature rise in single* core cables resulting from short-circuit 
considerations. The results indicate that for paper/oil cables, thermal 
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instability initiated by faults is unlikely to be experienced in practice. 
Georgia Poer Company [4] has conducted several thermal tests on 
extruded dielectric underground cables. The tests involve the direct 
monitoring of the temperature rise in the shield of a three cable system. 
The results of these tests are compared with the analytical results of the 
transient program. 
M. A. Martin and R. C Lukae [3] have determined the faults current 
capacity of various type metallic shields by means of a laboratory test. 
M. A. Martin and A. W. Reczek [4] have written a paper that shows the 
temperature rise resulting from numerous short circuit tests with multi-
ple circuit breaker reclosures. The tests were conducted on short lengths 
of round wire shielded extruded dielectric power cables and the transient 




A., General Considerations 
The cross section of a typical type of extruded dielectric power 
cable frequently used in electrical distribution systems is shown in 
Figure 1 and Figure 2. The cable consists of a conductor composed of 
stranded wires. The usual conductor material is aluminum, although copper 
is sometimes vised. The conductor is surrounded by a cross-linked poly-
ethylene (XLP) insulation. A wire or solid metallic shield is placed 
over the insulation. The shield wires are covered with a dielectric 
jacket material which is often a polyvinylchloride (PVC) or high molecular 
weight polyethylene (HWM) . 
B. Heat: Transfer Considerations 
The analysis used to determine the local temperature distribution 
in the cable shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 is limited by several assump-
tions that were made at the beginning of the project. These assumptions 
are: 
• 1. The temperature distribution is assumed to be a function of 
only time and the radial coordinate, that is T = T(r, t). This 
assumption is justified because the ratio of cable length to 
diameter is extremely large. 
2. The cables are directly buried underground. Cable ducts are 
not considered in this analysis. 
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3. The thermal properties and density (Cp, p, k) of the cable 
materials and earth are constant. 
4. Frequency of the current in the cables is 60 Hz. 
5. Only single, solid stranded conductors are considered. 
6. The shield material is assumed to be copper, but the conductor 
material can be either copper or aluminum. 
7. The spacing between the cables is equal. 
The cable temperature can be determined by applying an energy 
balance to the five materials which make up the composite cable. These 
materials are the conductor, insulation, shield, jacket and earth. The 
applicable energy equation written in cylindrical coordinates simplified 
for the above eight assumption is: 
p c ^ = k | _ A | T \ + Mf (II.B.l) 
H 3t r 8r \r dr/ H • 
where q1" is the rate of heat generated inside the cable material per 
unit volume. 
There is no heat generated in the earth or jacket material because 
no current flows through these two materials. However, current through 
the conductor causes heat to be generated in the metallic conductor. 
Furthermore, circulating currents through the shield cause heat genera-
tion in the shield material. Also due to the relatively high voltages ex-
perienced in underground distribution cables, a small amount of current 
leaks from the main conductor to the shield wires causing heat generation 
conductor 
r 
VC or HMW jacket 
j p r \ \ > ^ , . v ^ ' *•*& NSSK ^J^ 
..JP5t*V. - ^ *"^ JU ^ ^ - ^ ' V . ^ff&v. - ' . -n, 
insulation 
semi-conducting 
extruded shield / 
x solid shield 
Figure 1. Cable Geometry - Solid Shield. 







Figure 2. Cable Geometry - Wire Shield. 
in the insulation. This heat generation is usually referred to as a 
dielectric loss. 
The heat generated per unit volume in the conductor and shield is 
of the form: 
12R qMV = ~~ (II.B.2) 
where I = current in the conductor or shield or insulator 
R = electrical resistance of the material 
V = volume. 
The electrical resistance R can be expressed in terms of the 
electrical resistivity p , of the material (Table 1) on 
p L 
R = "~- (II.B.3) 
where A = cross sectiona area of the conductor 
L = length of conductor,. 
Therefore,, in terms of the geometry of Figure 1 and; Figure 2,. the 
heat source for the conductor is 
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Table 1. Electrical Resistivity Of 
Various Materials (From Reference 2) 
Pe (circular mil) 
Material ohms per foot C 
at 20°C  
Copper (100% IACS) 10.371 234.5 
Aluminum (61% IACS) 17.002 228.1 
Commercial Bronze (43.6% IACS) 23.8 564 
V 2 
qc Pe VA 
.... - (J) 
c 
I x2 
and for the shield is q"' = p \~T~) • 
For a solid shield the cross sectional area is 
and for a wire shield A is 
s 
2 2 
A = (r Z - r Tr s s I 
, d 2 
A = N — ~ ~ 
s s 4 
where N = number of shield wires s 
d = diameter of shield wires. s . 
The heat generation in the insulator given by the dielectric los 
in the insulator 
qI A 
I 
The dielectric loss per unit length will be expressed in terms o 
basic electrical properties in section II. 
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The analysis assumes that the temperature distribution is a 
function of only time and radius. Therefore, any cable layer which has a 
variation in material properties with circumferencial angle must be re-
placed by a material which has properties that are uniform with angle. 
The only cable material which has property variations with angle is the 
shield when it is composed of wiresi 
The effective thermal conductivity of the solid shield is simply 
equal to the actual conductivity when the shield is solid. When the 
shield is composed of wires, tb.€i effective thermal conductivity k de-
pends upon the amount of jacket and shield material which actually con-
tacts each shield wire. When the cable is relatively new, the contact be-
tween the shield wire and jacket is practically along one line. But after 
the cable has aged and the shield wire has been heated, the jacket materi-
al begins to surround the wire and the contact becomes more over an entire 
segment of the wire (see Figure 3). 
The effective thermal conductivity becomes a function of the per-
cent of area contact between the shield wire and adjacent insulations. 
For heat flow through a parallel circuit composed of shield wires surround-
ed by air the thermal resistance is 
A- = L- ••+ i-
R R R eq a s 
The thermal resistance of a hollow cylinder of material with an 
equivalent thermal conductivity R , is 
eq 
Line contact for new cable. 
Area contact for cable which has been in service, 
14 
Figure 3. Variation Of Contact Between 
Shield Wire And Insulation. 
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In (r /r_) 
T> = s T 
eq 2 k L 
eq 
Using these two expressions, the equivalent thermal conductivity 
of the shield becomes (see Appendix A for details of derivation) 
D PIT 
- TTPD ( 2TT 
[ks 2^" + kA ^ 





where N. = the number of wirci shield 
s 
d = the diameter of wire shield 
P = the percent area of contact 
rT = the radius of insulation 
k = the thermal conductivity of copper 
k = the thermal conductivity of air 
The equivalent density and specific heat of the shield layer must 
also be evaluated when the shield consists of wires. However, very little 
accuracy is lost by assuming the equivalent properties are those of copper 
alone. This assumption is particularly valid because the energy generated 
in the shield wire has very little time during a short circuit to be con-
ducted into the surrounding air. As a result, the effective density and 
specific heat of the shield is used only when the short-circuit has been 
open. The shield temperature which results from this assumption can be 
considered to be the maximum value which will occur at the point where the 
wire contacts the jacket material. The jacket temperature adjacent to the 
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air gap will be somewhat higher. 
The differential equation (II.B.l) was non-dimensionalized by ded 
fining the following new parameters: 
m 
T - T 
o 
0 = — _ — 
t 
T = T~ 
s 
where r = the outside radius of individual material 
m 
T = the temperature of earth where r -»• °° 
t = transient time. s 
Introducing these dimensionless groups into equation (II.B.l) re-
sults in a dimensionless energy equation applicable to all five materials 
of the form. 
1 3- / 90\ , r 2 ,,, r 2 p C / 9 0 \ ,__ _ .. 
T n V W + H" q = TV (aTJ ( I I 'B-4) 
r n " ' 
The terms r;^3-— = H 
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A r2 pC 1 
and - , - = -— 
t k F 
s o 
are both dimensionless. The first one represents the heat generated in 
each material and it will be called the heat source, H. The second term 
is the reciprocal of the familar Fourier number that occurs in transient 
conduction problems. 
Equation (II.B.4) now becomes 
o 
This dimensionless equation is actually the conservation of energy 
equation and it applies to each of the five materials which made up the 
composite cable. The equation for each material becomes: 
Conductor (subscript c) 
30 8Q 
F TC <5c ̂ £ ) + Hc - ¥~ <TT> (II'B'6) 
c c c oc 
2 2 
I 2 r | ro p C 
U tl Z' C \ C 1 - C C C 
where Hc = pec (—) — - - - - ^ j — 
C C oo oC S C 
Insulator (subscript I) 
i s . : * \ i ^ T 
'I ^ "SV - "ol 
D r 2 r 2^ r 
where HT == - I x - £ — ~L_ - *
 P I I 
I A_ kTT F ~ ^ T ~ 
i i °° o i s h 
Shield ( s u b s c r i p t s) 
I 2 r 2 ' r 2 o C 
where H = n (—-} —- 1 _ __§ _s s 
s Mes vAc/ k T F ~ t k 
s . s «» . os s s 
Jacket (subscript J) 
2 
1 r J p J C J 
where — = ——±-± 
F ' t k 
oJ s s 
18 
^ 35 UI TH> + H i == F T (^T> (H.B.7) 
1_ _9 _^s i 9©s 
Cs 9?q
 U s 3pJ + H s " F ~
 ( ¥ T ) ( I I . B . 8 ) 
° ° s os 
C J 3 C J J 3 5 J VJ ^ (II"B-9) 
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Earth (subscript E) 
1 * 9 9 F 1 d Q F 




FoE S kE 
The energy equation is seond order in r and therefore two boundary con-
ditions for each are necessary. The two boundary conditions are based on 
the continuity of temperature and heat flux at each interface between the 
materials which make up the cable. Continuity of heat flux and tempera-
ture requires: 




k C I -. k, I i r 
c V E 
c 
= 1 1 v5 
c 
= r i 
(II.B.ll) 
c e c - i 
1= 
I r. 




I KT = 1 
80 
, s I 





I'Sj = 1 
9 r - 1 
s r 
s 
3. At interface between the shield and jacket 
80 
S ^ V 1 
s £ = 1 
90 
3 
1 H > \ : t 
( I I . B . 1 3 ) 
s ' £ =• 1 s 
J L 
6 JL —a 
J r j 
4. At interface between the jacket and earth 
30. 






J' 6 j-1 E ' F ^ =•• — E r 
E 
The last two boundary conditions are based on the assumption that 
the infinite earth temperature T -> T and the temperature at the center 
of the cable will be finite. 
0r = 0 § 5E - 1 (II.B.15) 
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0 = finite @ K '+ 0 (II.B.16) 
• c • • c 
1. Steady State Temperature Distribution 
The general solution of equation (II.B.5) in steady state (•«— = 
d T 
0) is straight forward and can be written directly after integrating 




9 " 'H IT + CA l n ? + CB 
Where C. and C are constants to be determined by the boundary con-
ditions. 
Applying the boundary condition equation (II.B.6) through (II.B. 
10) the steady state temperature distribution for each of the five 
materials is: 
9C = " H c — + C10 
h2 
\ = "HI — + C 7 l n ? I + C8 
5 s 2 0 = -H - 4 - . + C.lri? + C, s s 4 4 s 6 
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9J = C3 l n 5J + C4 
e E = c i l n ? E 
where r = r v J
 1_j 
1 L3 X ¥ " i ~ 
E E 
Hs x k k 
c, = - - t + r U-& s 3 v 2 T ^ ; k ; x r T 
J J 
C. - C, l n - i 
4 1 r E 
C 3 - ( - ? k 1
 + C7'\ + ^ - 1 t - « ? ) x ^ » i -
s ' s s 
C6 • C 3 ln Ĵ + % + .£. 
c = ( ^ x ^ +
 H* rcV rc c7 U x ^ H 2 - X ^ | x 7 r 
ca = - ^ ^
2
 + c5ln(!l) + C 6 + ? 
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H ix \ 2 /r A H 
°»--H$ •s-Clh*'* 
2. Transient Temperature Distribution 
Although the steady state temperature distribution in the cable is 
valuable information, one of the major objectives of this thesis is to 
determine the transient temperature in the cable during short-circuit con-
ditions and under longer transients which occur because of normal load 
cycline of the cable. The steady state and transient solutions depend 
upon each other because the initial condition for the transient solution 
is assumed to be the steady state solution. That is, the transient be-
havior is assumed to occur after the cable has operated under steady 
state conditions and the temperature distribution has had a chance to be-
come completely stable. 
The steady state solutions to the general energy equation (II.B.5) 
is very involved and it requires a numerical technique. The numerical 
technique first selected for the transient solution was an explicit 
method. HOwever, it was found that the method became unstable due to the 
small nodal spacing that was necessary, particularly in the shield 
material. To ensure stability, extremely short time intervals had to be 
used, and as a result, the computer time necessary to provide a sufficient 
amount of information became unreasonable. 
To avoid the stability problem, an implicit method was selected. 
3 0 30 
The implicit method consists of representing — r and — by finite 
H K 
difference forms evaluated at the advance time t , „..' The difference 
n + 1 
equation for the differential equation (II.B.5) will be 
24 
Pc 




^n+1 _ 2Tn+l + Tn+1 Tn-fl_Tn+l 
l-l l l+l 1 l+l i-l 
(Ar) iAr 2(Ar) 
*=± + H' 
(II.B.17) 
for any node i. 
Equation (II.B.17) gives a relationship between the value of temp-








n + 1 
radius 
r. r r. i-l l i+1 
Figure 4. The Implicit Method. 
by rearranging equation (II.B.17) it may be written in the form: 
A t k / 1 
pc \ r / , s2 . 2 / i - l pc A At k f. x2 / i 
N2i(Ar) (Ar) H (Ar) ' 
+ 
£ j c / _ 1 _ _ 1 \ Tn+1 m Tn 
p C V 2 i ( A D 2 ( A r ) 2 | 1 + 1 1 
\ n,n+l _ m n - + H j t ( I I . B . 1 8 ) 
pc 
The initial condition for the transient solution is the previously 
obtained steady state solution or 
T. = f(r.) 
l i 
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where f(r.) represents the steady state temperature distribution. 
At any one time interval equation (II.B.17) can be written once 
for each interior point (where 1 ^_ i <_ M - 1, where M represents the 
boundary node between two different materials). The procedure results in 
a system of M - 1 simultaneous* algebraic equations in the M - 1 unknowns 
n+1 
T. . For the method used to solve the set of algebraic equations, see 
Appendix A. 
The boundary conditions necessary for the transient solution will 
now be derived in a general form for the interface between two materials 
A and B. We wish to derive the relevant finite difference approximate 
for the temperature T. at point i located on the interface between A and 
B. The procedure is based on the continuity of heat flux at the surface. 
Let A and B have thermal conductivity L , L and let the grid spacing in 
A B 
material A and B be Ar., Ar respectively. Suppose that the new tempera-
ture Tl after a time increment At is to be calculated using an implicit 
representation. 
By expanding the temperature in medium A in a Taylor's expansion at 
time n+1, we have approximately 
T*
+l = T ^ I . Ar /fl\ + ^1 (p-} (n.B.19) 
i - l i .A.^ary 2 V9rA;2/iA 
where the subscript iA denotes the derivative in medium A evaluated at the 
interface that is 
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f^j\ ^ - ^ / f ^ - T ^ + Ar/g) ) ( I I . B . 2 0 ) 
Also the time d e r i v a t e i s approximated by 
m
n + l m n T. - T. 
~ ] = ^ - 7 ^ - ( I I . B . 2 1 ) 
WiA At 
The substitution of equation (II.B.20) and equation (II.B.21) into the un-
steady state heat conduction equation (It.B.4) will result in 
— ^ y * \ - Tn 
(9rA)
2 V 1" 1 X 
•n+1 _,_ * a' + A rA "T A d: 
1 - - ^ 
\ A t / KA 
( I I . B . 2 2 ) 
so solving for the radial temperature gradient at the interface yields 
„n+l- m n\ 
_ 2 / n+1 _ n + l \ 1_ (
Ti - TA _ ^ 
/ v ,„ %2 i - 1 i I a, V At / KA 
(ArA> rA 
( I I . B . 2 3 ) 
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Using the same procedure for the radial gradient of temperature at the 
interface in media B yields 
/_n+l _n+l\ . 1 / T i \ -,— 
k 
yi l_ +lx j _ / i - Vi
,i+l i J a\ At y , A v 2 V i+1 i 7 a_ V A  >/ B 
iB= " " '(Vr-r + M 
W L B / (II.B.24) 
The unwanted derivatives (-— ) and i~r~) may now be eliminated by ob-
:LA iB 
serving that the heat flux must be continuous at the interface, so that 
\ (f).A - *B (f).B <«•»•*> 
N / lA x / iB 
Then, by substituting equation (II.B.23) and (II.B.20) into 
equation (II.B.25) and simplifying produces the desired difference bound-
ary condition 
2 k . . . . . (II.B.26) 
A ' 2 + — 11 T " ' r + i " .. •+—=—! i^=- + — i + 
(ArA)




U j ^ + ((Ar/+ ̂ V \4+ U 
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Equation (II.B.26) is the general form of the boundary condition 
and it is applied to the four interfaces between the five different 
materials which make up the cable system. Also the continuity of tempera-
ture at all interfaces will be boundary conditions just as in the steady 
state problem. The final two boundary conditions are based on the assump-
tion that the ambient earth temperature and the temperature at the center 
of the cable will be finite. 
a. TE - T 
b. T = finite @ r = 0 
c c 
C. Electrical Considerations 
Some of the factors affecting the temperature distribution in un-
derground cables cannot be expressed completely in terms of heat trans-
fer considerations. For example, the induced currents in the shield 
material and the heat generation by current flow in the insulating 
materials must be evaluated from a knowledge of electrical considerations. 
The purpose of this section is to express the electrical factors which 
must be put into the general energy equation in terms of measurable in-
put parameters. 
1. Effect Of Induced Current. 
According to Neher Mcgrath [1], the total temperature rise 
in a cable is due to the dielectric loss (AT,) arid current produced 
losses (AT ) in the conductor and shield. Thus 
@ r, 
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AT = AT + AT, (II.C.l) 
c d 
Simmons [2] has indicated that the losses due to induced sheath 
currents occur physically in the cable sheath and thus the heat does not 
have to flow through the thermal resistance between conductor and sheath. 
The heat does, however, flow through the other two thermal resistances 
namely that between sheath and duct wall and that between duct and earth 
causing increased temperature rise in these places. Mathematically, this 
can be handled by including the effect of the induced sheath currents as 
an apparent increase in thermal resistance of the latter two elements. 
Thus 
AT = W (R. + q R : +'q R ) (II.C.2) 
c c I ls se ^e e 
where W = losses in one conductor 
c 
R. = thermal resistance of the insulator 
l 
q = the ratio of the sum of the losses in the conductor and shield 
S W .+ W 
c s 
to the losses in the conductor — ^ 
W 
^ . . . ' • . • c 
R = the total thermal resistance between sheath and conduit 
se 
q = the ratio of the sum of the losses in conductors, sheath and 
c 
conduit to the conductor losses 
R = thermal resistance, between the conduit and ambient. 
e 
In practice, the load carried by a cable is rarely constant and 
varies according to a daily load cycle having a load factor (If). The 
load factor of a system is defined as the ratio of the average power of 
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the system to the maximum power over a certain period of time (say, one 
year). Hence, the losses in the cable will vary according to the 
corresponding daily loss cycle having a loss factor (LF) . The relation-
ship between If and LF is [18] 
LF =0.3 (If) +0.7 (If)2 
2. Effective Thermal Resistance Of The Earth 
The analysis presented here is limited to one dimensional con-
duction and mutual heating between two or more cables must be accommo-
dated by defining an effective resistivity of the soil. This effective 
thermal resistance includes the effect of the loss factor and in the case 
of multi-cable installations, the mutual heating effects of the other 
cables of the system. The following expression was used for the effective 
soil resistance [1]: 
D 
Re? = - N" x log -* + (LF) log (^ F] (II.C. 3) 
( « ' ) 
In this equation, D is the diameter at which N' is number of con-
ductors contained within the radius D , and L is the depth the cable is 
buried below the surface of the earth. The effect of D is eliminated 
x 
when the loss factor is unity. The factor F accounts for the mutual 
heating effect of the other cables of the cable system, and consists of 
the product of the ratio of the distance from the reference cables to 
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the image of each of the other cables to the distance to that cable [1]. 
d' d' d: 
F _ -12 _JL3 .... IN (II.C.4) 
dl2 d13 dIN 
It will be noted that the value of F will vary depending upon which 
cable is selected as the reference. See Appendix B for a complete deri-
vation of the factor F for various cable arrangements treated in this 
thesis. 
Equation (II.C.3) enables us to calculate the mutual heating effect 
F with respect to the losses q given in equations (II.C.2) for each con-
ductor, Each term of equation (II.C.4) can be separated and multiplied by 
the losses q . For N' = 1 and three cables with the reference cable being 
s 
the middle one, the expression for R given by equation (II.C.3) may be 
written as 
Re, = | l o g ^ + (LF) ~ log ~ + (LF) i log F (II.C.5) 
e x 
If we let i - i (log f) 
e 
x 
i D ? i -
R n - (LF) - (log - - ) 
1 D2V 
R23 = (LF) - (log -=-) 
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then the total resistance of the earth is 
Re " \ ( R x l + \1 + %(V + ^s3
( R23 ) 
( I I . C . 6 ) 
z K 
' - . /current in the shield \ s i 
where q . = 1 + (- -——: —— — J — — 




and i refers to the three cables (i = 1, 2, 3). 
3. Electrical Resistance Due To Variable Temperature 
It is necessary to correct the electrical resistance for tempera-
ture in most problems. The resistance of copper is proportional to 234 + 
T, where T is the conductor temperature in deg C. The resistance of 
copper at any temperature T can therefore be calculated relative to 25°C 
by the equation 
Rdc = ̂ W 1 X R25 (II-C-7) 
Similarly, the resistance of alumniurn may be expressed as 
Rdc - ^£rx R 2 5
 ( I I-c-8) 
4. Skin Effect 
The resistance provided b3r equation (II.C.7) and (II.C.8) is the 
dc resistance in a conductor. Since the cable carries alternating current, 
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the ac resistance must be used in any equation which provides heating 
losses. The ac resistance is evaluated by calculating the conductor skin 
effect. The skin effect is a measure of the increase in resistance be-
cause there is a tendency for the current"' density to decrease toward the 
center axis of the conductor and because the current in the different 
conductor layers changes due to an increase of inductance toward the 
center of the cable. 
The skin effect which is the ratio of ac to dc resistance may be 
determined from the skin effect function F(x )[1] 
s 
Yc • F<V " i f 
dc 
v - 6*80 where X = 
s vE dc/K 
s 
at 60 hertz. 
The factor k depends upon the conductor construction. For 
solid or conventional conductors appropriate values of K can be found 
in Table 2. The function F(X ) may be obtained from Table 3. The ac 
s 
energy generation in the conductor can now be expressed in terms of the 
skin effect as: 
„• -. £ V . ft e IA I c 
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Table 2. Recommended Values Of K 
(From Refererice 2) 
Conductor Construction Coajting on Strands Treatment 1 K s 
Concentric Round None None 1.0 
Concentric Round Tin or Alloy None 1.0 
Concentric Round None Yes 1.0 
Compact Round None Yes 1.0 
Compact Segmental None None 0.435 
Compact Segmental Tin or Alloy None 0.5 
Compact Segmental None Yes 0.435 
Compact Sector None Yes 1.0 
Table 3. Skin Effect In % For Solid Round Conductor 
And Conventional Round Concentric Strand Conductor (From Reference 2) 
x F(x) x_ 
0 .3 0.00 1.6 
0.4 0 .01 1.7 
0.5 0 .03 1.8 
0.6 0.07 1.9 
0.7 0.12 2.0 
0 .8 0 .21 2 .1 
0.9 0.34 2.2 
1.0 0.52 2.3 
1.1 0.76 2.4 
1.2 1.07 2.5 
1.3 1.47 2.6 
1.4 1.97 2.7 
1.5 2.58 2 .8 
F(x) " x F(x) 
3.32 2.9 28.65 
4 .21 3.0 31.81 
5.24 3 .1 35.10 
6.44 3.2 38.50 
7.82 3 .3 42.00 
9.38 3.4 45.57 
11.13 3.5 49.20 
13.07 3.6 52.88 
15.21 3.7 56.59 
17.54 3.8 60.31 
20.06 3.9 64.05 
22.75 4.0 67.79 
25.62 4 . 1 71.52 
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A similar expression may be written for the heat generated in the shield 
material. 
5. Dielectric Losses 
The dielectric loss W, for a single-conductor cable is given by 
the expression [1] 
-5 2 
9..055 x 10 E e cos d> 
_ r 
wd " Tog (2TI TT^TiT 
where E is the phase to neutral voltage in kilovolts, e is the specific 
inductive capacitance of the insulation (see Table 4 for values), T is 
the insulation thickness, cos <J> is its power factor and D is the 
diameter of conductor. 
6. Shield Losses 
The energy generated in the shield is proportional to the shield 
resistance and the square of the shield current. Therefore, the losses 
in the shield material can only be calculated after the current in the 
shield is known. 
For the usual arrangements' of one and two circuits of single-
conductor cables buried in the earth, Halperin and Miller [11] have given 
applicable formulas for the currents induced in the shield material. 
Table 5 is taken directly from their work with numerical magnitudes sub-
stituted for the vector ratios. The equations in the table were used to 
provide values of I to be substituted in equation (II.Bi8). • • • • 
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Table 4. Specific Inductive Capacitance 
Of Insulations (From Reference 2) 
Material s r 
Paper insulations (solid) 3.7 
Paper insulation (other type) 3.3-4.2 
Rubber and rubber-like compounds 5 
Varnished cambric 5 
Table 5. Formulas For Sheath Currents (From Reference 11). 
I I I I I I IV V VI 
One Phase E q u i l a t e r a l Rectangle F l a t Two Circu i t Two C i r c u i t 
Cable 









A B C 
S S • * U+M s* ks^s-4 
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Y = X M 
Z •« *M 
a - Q.153333 (60 cycles) 
b - 0.03699617 (60 cycles) 





I." current in the conductor, amps. 
I. „ - = current in the shield, amps. 
A, D, \* 
r - mean radius of sheath, inches. 
m 
S = spacing between center line of cables, 
inches. 
R = resistance of sheath, 
8 




A. Program Objectives And Capabilities 
This section describes the computer program used to calculate both 
steady state and transient temperature distribution in underground 
electrical power cables. The first section describes the program in 
general. The second section lists all input data and the third section 
describes how a potential user can use the program. 
The entire program consists of 12 separate subprograms and data 
sets. The source language is Extended FORTRAN IV. 
B. Alphabetical List Of Input Data 
All input variables needed for program operation are listed below 














Specific heat of air 
Specific heat of con-
ductor 
Specific heat of earth 
Specific heat of insula-
tor 





Program Unit Description 
CPS watt-sec/gm°C THRMPRP 
DEPTH cm CBLGEO 
DIACW cm CBLGEO 
DIACW cm CBLGEO 
FAULTI Amps ELECPRP 
IARNGE Dimens ionles s CBLGEO 
ICBL Dimens ionles s CBLGEO 
ICNTRL Dimens ionless CBLGEO 
ISHLD Dimensionless CBLGEO,, 
II Amps ELECPRP 
KA watt/cm°C THRMPRP 
KC watt/cm°C THRMPRP 
KE watt/cm°C ERTHPRP 
KI watt/cm°C THRMPRP 
KO watt/cm°C THRMPRP 
KS watt/cm°C THRMPRP 
LAY cm CBLGEO 
LOADF Dimens ionles s ELECPRP 
NC Dimensionless CBLGEO 
NSW Dimensionless CBLGEO 
Specific heat of shield 
The distance between 
cables and ground 
Diameter of conductor wire 
Diameter of shield wire 
Fault current 
Cable configuration 
The material of conductor 
The control to calculate 
steady state or transient 
The type of shield 
Current in the cable 
Thermal conductivity of 
air 
Thermal conductivity of 
conductor 
Thermal conductivity of 
earth 
Thermal conductivity of 
insulation 
Thermal conductivity of 
jacket 
Thermal conductivity of 
shield • 
Lay of wire shield 
Load factor 
Number of wires in con-
ductor 












PF Dimensionless ELECPRP 
RC cm CBLGEO 
RE cm ERTHPRP 
RI cm CBLEGO 
RO cm CBLEGO 
RS cm CBLEGO 
RESA OHM-cm ELECPRP 
RESC OHM-cm ELECPRP 
RESS OHM-cm ELECPRP 
RHOA gm/cc THRMPRP 
RHOC gm/cc THRMPRP 
RHOE gm/cc ERTHPRP 
RHOI gm/cc THRMPRP 
RHOO gm/cc THRMPRP 
RHOS gm/cc THRMPRP 
S cm CBLEGO 
SPCAP Dimensionless ELECPRP 
Overlap of shield 
material 
Percent area of total sur-
face of shield wires in 
contact with jacket 
material 
Power factor of insulator 
Outside radius of conductor 
Radius of earth to location 
where T =; TEF 
Outside radius of insulator 
Outside radius of jacket 
Outside radius of shield 
Electric resistivity of 
air at 75°C 
Electric resistivity of 
conductor at 25°C 
Electric resistivity of 
shield at 25°C 
Density of air 
Density of conductor 
Density of earth 
Density of insulator 
Density of jacket 
Density of shield 
Spacing between center 
line of cables 
Specific capacitance of 
dielectric 
Variable Referenced in • 
Name Units Pro-gram Unit Description  
°C ERTHPRP Temperature of ambient 
earth 
SEC ELECPRP Time current is open 
SEC ELECPRP Time current is close 
VOLT ELECPRP Line to neutral voltage 
C, Namelist 
The namelist data strings must be sequenced in the order in which 
they are listed below. The CGS system of units is used consistently for 
all quantities. All input data are specified by the following four 
namelists. 
1. Namelist CBLGEO contains 17 variables, which define the 
geometry of the. cable system:: 
RC Outside radius of cable conductor in cm 
RI Outside radius of cable insulator in cm 
RS Outside1, radius of cable shield in cm 
RO Outside radius of jacket in cm 
S Spacing between each cable in cm 
ISHLD=1 Solid shield 
ISHLD=2 Wire shield 
IARNGE=1 Two cables straight. - one phase 
IARNGE=2 Three cables - equilateral triangle 
IARNGE=3 Three cables - right triangle 






IARNGE=5 Six cables - opposed, two circuit flat 
IARNGE=6 Six cables -• flat reversed phase 
(see Figure 5 for the six cable arrangements) 
NC Number of wires in conductor 
DIACW Diameter of conductor wire in cm 
DIASW Diameter of shield wire in cm 
NSW Number of wire in shield 
ICBL=1 Copper conductor 
ICBL=2 Alumnium conductor 
DEPTH The depth of cables under ground in cm 
PAREA Percent area of total surface of shield wire in 
contact with jacket: material 
OVRLAP Overlap of shield material 
LAY Lay of wire shield 
ICNTRL The control to calculate steady state or tran-
sient condition 
2. Namelist/THRMPRP/contains 15 variables, which define the ther-









Thermal conductivity of conductor in watt/cm°C 
Thermal conductivity of insulator in watt/cm°C 
Thermal conductivity of jacket in watt/cm°C 
Thermal conductivity of shield in watt/cm°C 
Thermal conductivity of air in watt/cm°C 
Density of conductor in gm/cc 
Density of insulator in gm/cc 
Density of shield in gm/cc 
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© © © 
V. Two Circuit Flat 
D E © 
© © © 
VI. Two Circuit Flat Reversed Phase 
© © © 
© © © 
Figure 5. Six arrangements of Cables 
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RHOO Density of jacket in gm/cc 
RHOA Density of air in gm/cc ' 
CPA Specific heat of air in watt-sec/gm°C 
CPC Specific heat of conductor in watt-sec/gm°C 
CPI Specific heat of insulator in watt-sec/cm°C 
CPS Specific heat of shield in watt-sec/gm°C 
CPO Specific heat of jacket in watt-sec/gm°C 
3. Namelist/ELECPKP/contains 11 variables which define the elec-
trical properties necessary to determine the temperature distribution: 
SPCAP Specific of capacitance of dielectric 
II Current in the cable in amp 
VOLT Line to neutral voltage in volt 
PR Power factor of insulator 
LOADF Load Factor 
FAULTI Fault current when short occurs in amps 
T0N1 Length of first short circuit in sec 
T0N2 Length of second short circuit in sec 
TQN3 Length of third short circuit in sec 
T0FF1 Length of first: open circuit in sec 
T0FF2 Length of second open circuit in sec 
4. Namelist/ERTHPRP/contains 4 variables which define the proper-
ties of the earth: , 
KE Thermal cohductivit}^ of earth in watt/cm°C 
CPE Specific heat of earth in,watt-sec/gm°C 
RHOE Density of earth in gm/cc 
TEF Temperature of ambient earth in °C 
D. Description Of Program 
The computer program consists of a main program element and 12 
subprograms. This section describes each of these program elements by 
discussing the function of each element. The subprograms are listed in 
alphabetical order. 
1. Main - the main program unit which 
provides: a. input and output 
b. steady state and transient temperature dis-
tribution 
calls: a. CURSHLD - current in the shield 
b. HTSORCE - Fourier number and heat source for 
each section 
c. KEQUV - equivalent thermal conductivity of 
composite shield 
d. function subprograms for material properties 
2. Subroutine CURSHLD (RCOND, RSHLD, ISA, ISB, ISC, QSA, QSB, 
QSC) - calculates the induced current in the shield 
receives: a. dc electrical resistance of conductor per cm 
length with different temperature, RCOND 
b. dc electrical resistance of shield per cm 
length with different temperature, RSHLD 
provides: a. induced current in the shield of cables A, B, 
C; ISA, ISB, ISC respectively 
b. the ratio of the sum of the losses in the con-
ductor and shield to the losses in the con-
ductor of cables A, B, C; QSA, QSB, QSC, 
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3. Function DINF (IS, TOUT, RCOND, RSHLD) - which calculates the 
diameter of the earth where temperature T is measured in cm 
receives: a. current in the shield, IS 
b. temperature of the outside surface of the 
cable, TOUT 
c. resistance of the conductor, RCOND 
d. resistance of the shield, RSHLD 
Presently this subprogram uses a constant value for DINF without 
calculation of a value in the subprogram. 
4. Function DIELOS (VOLT, SPCAP, PF, RC, RI) - which calculates 
losses in dielectric in watt/cm 
receives: a. phase to neutral voltage, VOLT 
b. specific capacitance of dielectric, SPCAP 
c. power factor of insulator, PF 
d. outside radius of conductor, RD 
e. outside radius of insulator, RI 
5. Function EFFKE (DINFIN, QSA, QSB, QSC, M, LOADF) - which 
evaluates the effective'thermal conductivity of soil actual k 
of soil is modified to account for mutual heating between ad-
jacent cables in watt/cm C 
receives: a. distance from outside jacket to T = TEF, DINFIN 
b. which cable, M, Load Factor, LOADF 
c. ratio of the sum of the losses in the conductor 
and shield to the losses in the conductor of 
cable A, B, C; QSA, QSB, QSC, respectively 
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Subroutine HTSORCE (IS, IM, TON, RCOND, RHSLD, SKEFF, DLOSS, 
HSC, HSI, HSS, FOC, FOI, FOS, FOO, FOE) - which calculates the 
heat source and Fourier number for conductor, insulator and 
shield. Both are dimensionless 
receives: a. current in the shield, IS 
b. current in the conductor, IM 
c. time circuit is faulted, TON 
d. dc electrical resistance of conductor per cm 
length with difference temperature,, RCOND 
e. dc dielectrical resistance of shield per cm 
length with ••difference temperature, RSHLD 
f. skin effect, SKEFF 
provides: a. heat source, dimensionless 
b. Fourier number, dimensionless 
Subroutine KEQUV (KS, KA, RI, RS„ DIASW, NSW) - which calcu-
lates equivalent thermal conductivity of shield and air gap 
when shield consists of wires in watt/cm C 
receives: a. thermal conductivity of shield (copper), KS 
b. thermal conductivity of air, KA 
c. outside radius of insulator, RI 
d. outside radius of shield, RS 
e. diameter of shield wire, DIASW 
f. number of shield wire, NSW 
provides: a. equivalent thermal conductivity of shield 
Function RESCOND (TCOND, NC, DIACW, ICBL) - which calculates 
dc electrical resistance of conductor per cm length in ohm/cm 
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and accounts for variation of resistance with conductor 
temperature. Both aluminum and copper conductors are con-
sidered 
receives: a. solid shield or wire shield, ISHLD 
b. number of shield wire, NSW 
c. diameter of shield wire, DIASW 
d. guess temperature of shield, TSHLD 
e. outside radius of insulator, RI 
f. outside ra;dius of. shield, RS 
g. overlap of shield material, OVRLAP 
h. lay of wire shield, LAY. 
10. Function SKINEFF (RCOND) - which calculates skin effect, ratio 
of ac to dc resistance dimensionlejss 
receives: a. dc electrical resistance of conductor per cm 
length with different temperature, RCOND 
11. Subroutine TRIDAG (IF, L, A, B, C, D, V) - which solves a sys-
tem of linear simultaneous algebraic equations by a tri-
diagonal coefficient matrix 
receives: a. integer corresponding to the first subscripts, 
IF 
b. integer corresponding to the last subscripts, L 
c. coefficient vector A 
d. vector containing the computed solution, V 
provide: a. solution of simultaneous equations 
12. Function YINT (X, Y, N, M, P) - which is used interpolate in 
a set of tabular values 
receives: a. X and Y are the names of arrays that have the 
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same dimension M and contain the ordered pairs 
(X., Y.), i * 1, 2, ..., M such that x < x? 
< ••• < * M • ; . 
b. the number n of points used for the interpola-
tion is specified as N 
c. the value of X at which to interpolate is 
supplied as P;. note: 2 _< N _< M must be satis-
fied 
E. Sample Output 
This section shows input variables and the resulting output for a 
typical cable system. Both steady state and transient temperature re-
sults are shown. 
The first four pages show the input namelis-ts :j* CBLGEO (cable 
geometry), THRMPRP (thermal properties), ELECPRP (electrical properties), 
and ERTHPRP (earth properties). The input variables coincide to three 
straight cables buried directly in the earth at a depth of 122 cm and on 
20.32 cm centers. Each cable has a 1 million circular mil conductor 
covered by a cross linked polyethelyene (XLP) insulator. The shield con-
sists of 14 no. 16 gauge copper wires.. The jacket is made of semi-
conducting polyethelyene (SCP) and it contacts the shield were over 75% 
of its area. The cable voltage is 25,000 volts phase to phase or 14,434 
volts phase to neutral. The soil has a typical value of thermal con-
ductivity experienced in field applications. 
After the input values are listed, the next page gives values for 
selected output variables. The definitions of the computer symbols are 
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given in the comment statements which preceed the main program unit. 
The next page of output provides the steady state temperature dis-
tribution for the center cable (cable number 2). The conductor and shield 
temperature are practically isothermal at approximately 46°C and 45°C. 
The ambient earth temperature was selected at 25°C resulting in a maximum 
temperature rise of 21°C. 
The next five pages of output give the transient temperature dis-
tribution in the cable and earth at the end of five short circuit se-
quences. The first, third and fifth page gives the temperature after the 
fault current has passed through the conductor and shield. For this ex-
ample, the fault current is 8,394.0 amps. The second and fourth page of 
transient output gives the temperature after the circuit has been opened 
and the current has dropped to zeiro. The cycle times are assumed to be 
the following values: current on for 0.125 sec, off for 4.23 sec, on for 
0.183 sec, off for 11.7 sec and finally on for 0.2 sec. These times are 
listed at the top of each output page. The maximum temperature during 
the short circuit sequence always occurs in the shield due to the large 
currents in the shield wires and a resistance which is higher than the 
conductor. The highest temperature in the shield is 300°C after the end 
of the third circuit closure. 
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$C9LGtO 
RC = • i<*<»65Et-01» 
RI = .20942E*0i, 
RS = .22237E*01, 
RO = • 252B5<»E*01. 
S = .^J32E«-02» 
ISHLO = 2, 
IARNGE = <•, 
- 6 i * 
= . 3 2 5 1 2 E * 0 0 , 
= . 129 5<»E*&C» 
= I f , 
= 2 , 
= .122E4-03 , 
= .75E+QQ* 
Oi/RLAP = .127E«-Q1, 
LAV = . 1 E * 0 3 » 










SPCAP = .35E*01, 
II s .3c+03t 
VOLT = . 1 i*t*3ki * 05 * 
PF = .22E-01, 
LOAOF = .1E«-G1, 







- .125E«-00 , 
= .1S33£«-G0« 
= .2E«-00, 
= . H 2 3 E * 0 1 , 
= . 1 1 7 E + 0 2 , 
STHRMPRP 
KC = .20f2E*Ql* 
KI = .289<*E-02, 
KO = .2<f757E-02, 
KS = .381E4-01, 
KA = .277E-B3, 
RHOC = .27E*01, -
RHOI = •lE+filt 
RHOS = .896E+01, 
RHOO - .115E+01, 
RHOA = .78E-03* 
CPA = .ia2a?E*oi» 
CPC = .87a8E*00» 
CPI = .239E+QQ, 
CPS = .3809E«-aO* 
CPO = .27E+Q1, 
SEND 
SERTHPRP 
KE = . i i l i l E - 0 1 , 
CPE = .18<»E*0i» 
RHOE = . lM»E-*-Ql, 
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CA8LE 
ST-ADY STATE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ( D E C C» AS A FUNCTION OF RADIAL POSITION (CM) 
EARTH 
RADIUS TEMP 
6.25Q0 3 2 5 . 0 0000 
6 . 3 9 4 9 > 2 5 . 5 o 3 9 i 
5 . 9 3 9 8 6 26=02030 
5 . 7 8 4 8 2 2 6 . 5 5 1 3 7 
5 . 6 c 9 7 6 27 .C963 6 
5 erf'* 7 is 2 7 . 6 5 6 5 6 
5 . 3 1 9 6 3 2 3 . 2 3 2 8 7 
5 . 1 6 4 5 7 2 4 ,62622 
5 . 0 0 9 5 1 2 9 . 4 3 7 6 7 
4 . 35445 3 3 . 0 6 8 3 4 
4 . 6 9 9 3 9 3 J . 71 94 3 
4 . 5 4 4 3 3 3 1 . 3 9248 
' • . 3 8 9 2 7 3 2 . 0 3 8 8 4 
4 . 2 3 4 2 1 3 2 . 8 1 0 2 5 
4 . 0 7 9 1 5 33 .55357 
3 . 9 2 4 0 9 34*33591 
3 .759 0 3 3 5 .1*458 
3 , 6 1 3 9 7 3 5 . 9 8 7 2 4 
3 . 4 5 3 9 1 3 6 . 8 6 6 8 5 
3 .30 384 3 7 . 7 8 6 8 1 
3 .148 73 38 .751C1 
2 . 9 9 3 72 3 9 .76390 
2 . 8 3 8 66 «• 0 .8 3 368 
2 . 6 8 3 6 0 H i . 9 5 7 4 0 
2 .52 354 4 3 . 1 5 1 1 9 
JACKET 
RADIUS TEMP 
2 . 5 2 8 5 4 4 3 . 1 5 1 1 9 
2 . 5 1 5 8 4 4 3 . 2 2 1 3 9 
2 . 5 0 3 1 4 4 3 . 2 9 1 9 4 
2 . 4 9 043 4 3 . 3 62 85 
2 , 4 7 7 7 3 4 3 . 4 3 4 1 3 
2 . 4 5 5 0 3 4 3 . So1 5 77 
2 . 4 5 2 3 3 4 3 . 5 7 7 7 8 
2 , 4 3 9 6 3 4 3 , 6 5 2 1 6 
2 . 4 2 6 9 3 43 .72292 
2 . 4 1 4 2 2 4 3 , 7 9 6 0 6 
2 '« 40 152 43 . ° 6 a 5 ° 
2 . 3 8 8 8 2 4 3 , 9 4 3 5 1 
2 . 3 7 6 1 2 44 .C1783 
2 . 3 6 3 4 2 44 .Q9254 
2 . 3 5 0 7 2 4 4 . 1 6 7 6 5 
2 . 3 3 8 0 2 4 4 . 2 4 3 1 7 
2 . 3 2 5 3 1 4 4 . 3 1 9 1 1 
2 . 3 1 2 6 1 4 4 . 3 9 5 4 5 
2 . 2 9 9 9 1 4 4 . 4 7 2 2 2 
2 . 2 8 7 2 1 44 .54942 
2 . 2 7 4 5 1 4 4 . 6 2 7 0 4 
2 . 2 6 1 8 1 4 4 . 7 0 5 1 0 
2 . 2 4 9 1 0 4 4 . 7 8 360 
2 . 2 3 6 4 0 4 4 . 8 6 2 5 4 
2 . 2 2 3 7 0 4 4 . 9 4 1 9 3 
SHIELO 
RAOIUS TEMP 
2 .22370 4 4 . 9 4 1 9 3 
2 . 2 1 8 3 0 4 4 . 9 4 2 0 8 
2 . 2 1 2 9 1 4 4 . 9 4 2 2 3 
2 , 2 0 7 5 1 4 4 . 9 4 2 3 7 
2.2G212 4 4 . 9 4 2 5 1 
2 . 1 9 6 7 2 4-S-.94264 
2 . 1 9 1 3 2 4 4 . 9 4 2 7 7 
2 . 1 8 0 5 3 4 4 . 9 4 3 0 1 
2 . 1 7 5 1 4 4 4 . 9 4 3 1 2 
1 4 t r > T f / _ i i . <-w "» ** "» 
c • A u "3 » •* n f i l H O i j 
2 . 1 6 4 3 5 4 4 . 9 4 334 
2 . 1 5 8 9 5 4 4 . 9 4 3 4 4 
2 . 1 5 3 5 5 4 4 . 9 4 3 5 3 
2 . 1 4 8 1 6 4 4 . 9 4 3 6 2 
2 . 1 4 2 7 5 4 4 . 9 4 3 7 0 
2 . 1 3 7 3 7 4 4 . 9 4 3 7 8 
2 . 1 3 1 9 7 4 4 . 9 4 3 3 6 
2 . 1 2 6 5 3 4 4 . 9 4 3 9 3 
2 . 1 2 1 1 8 4 4 . 9 4 3 9 9 
2 . 1 1 5 7 8 4 4 . 9 4 4 0 5 
2.11Q39 4 4 . 9 4 4 1 0 
2 . 1 0 4 9 9 4 4 . 9 4 4 1 5 
2 . 0 9 9 6 0 4 4 . 9 4 4 2 0 
2.0942G 4 4 . 9 4 4 2 4 
INSULATOR 
RADIUS TEMP 
2.C942G 4 4 . 9 4 4 2 4 
2 . 0 6 7 2 1 4 4 . 9 8 6 3 9 
2 . 04G 23 4 5 . 0 2 8 7 8 
2 .01324 4 5 . 0 7 1 4 2 
1.93625 4 5 . 1 1 4 3 1 
1.93228 45 .20092 
1 .90529 4 5 . 2 4 4 6 6 
1.87830 4 5 . 2 8 8 7 0 
1.85131 H 5 . 3 3 3 0 6 
1 .82433 45 .37776 
1.79734 45 ,42280 
1.770 35 4 5 . 4 6 8 2 1 
1.74336 4 5 .51399 
1.71638 45-56013 
1 .68939 45.6G677 
1.66240 45 .65380 
1 .63541 45 .7C123 
1 .60843 4 5 . 7 4 9 2 3 
1.58144 4 5 . 7 9 7 6 8 
1.55445 4 5 . 8 4 6 6 4 
1.52746 4 5 . 8 9 6 1 4 
1.50048 45 .94620 
1.47 3 49 4 5 .99635 
1.44650 4 6 . 0 4 3 1 2 
CONDUCTOR 
RADIUS TEMP 
1.44650 46 .04812 
1 .33623 46 .04835 
1 .32596 46.04857 











.60271 46.0 504? 
. 54244 46.C5056 
.48217 46 .05064 
.42190 46 .05072 
. 36163 46 .05078 
.30135 46 .05083 
.24108 46.C5088 
. 1 3 0 8 1 46 .05091 
.12054 46 .05094 
•06027 46 .05095 




RESSHLO= . 1 0 3 5 5 4 3 E - 0 4 
HSC = .3606177E+00 
HSS = . 1263 8 31Et-'04 
HSI = . 76G5387E-01 
FOG = . 9 3 1 C 9 5 2 E - 0 1 
FOS = . 4533967E-Q2 
FOI = . 3 4 5 1 2 3 3 E - 0 3 
FOO = . 1 5 5 8 8 5 9 E - 0 4 
FOE = .84C6283E-Q6 
LOCAL TEMPERATURE DEGREES CENTIGRADE TIME IS . . 1 2 5 £ * 0 0 SEC 
EARTH JACKET SHIELD INSULATOR 
RADIUS TEMP RADIUS TEMP RADIUS TEMP RADIUS TEMP 
6 .250QQ 25.-Ju.000 2 . 5 2 8 5 4 4 3 . 1 5 5 8 3 2 . 2 2 3 7 0 1 8 0 . 0 2 5 7 4 2 . 0 9 4 2 0 1 8 3 . 2 7 7 0 7 
6 . 0 9 4 9 4 2 5 . 5 0 3 9 2 2 . 5 1 5 8 4 4 3 . 2 2 2 2 7 2 . 2 1 3 3 G 1 8 3 . 3 6 7 5 4 - 2 » Q 6 7 2 i 1 0 7 . 5 9 0 8 2 
5 . 9 3 9 8 8 2 6 . 0 2 0 3 2 2 . 5 0 3 1 4 4 3 . 2 9 1 9 0 2 . 2 1 2 9 1 1 6 0 . 6 9 2 2 2 2 . 0 4 0 2 3 7 0 . 4 4 3 5 3 
5 . 7 3 4 8 2 2 6 . 5 5 1 3 9 2 . 4 9 Q 4 3 4 3 . 3 6 2 63 2 . 2 0 7 5 1 1 8 0 . 9 9 9 7 5 2 . 0 1 3 2 4 5 4 . 3 3 3 6 6 
5 . 6 2 9 7 6 2 7 . u 953 7 2 . 4 7 7 7 3 4 3 . 4 3 3 8 7 2 . 2 0 2 1 2 1 8 1 s 2 9 0 0 8 i * 9 8 6 2 5 LA O1C7g 
5 . 4 7 4 7 0 17,65658 2 . 4 6 5 0 3 4 3 . 5 u 5 5 0 2 . 1 9 6 7 2 1 8 1 . 5 6 3 1 6 1 . 9 5 9 2 6 . 4 6 . 1 0 4 0 9 
5 . 3 i 9 6 3 2 8 . 2 3 2 8 9 2 . 4 5 2 3 3 4 3 . 5 7 7 5 0 2 . 1 9 1 3 2 1 8 1 . 8 1 8 9 2 1 . 9 3 2 2 8 4 5 . 4 6 7 4 7 
-r *. J. O *? J f 2 3 . . 8 2 6 2 4 2 . 4 3 9 6 3 4 3 . 6 4 9 6 8 2 . 1 8 5 9 3 1 8 2 . 0 5 7 2 8 1 .9 0 5 29 4 5 . 3 1 4 0 0 
5 . 0 0 9 5 1 2 9 . 4 3 7 6 9 2 . 4 2 6 9 3 4 3 . 7 2 2 6 3 2 . 1 8 C 5 3 1 8 2 . 2 7 8 1 5 1 . 8 7 8 3 C 4 5 . 3 C 5 0 1 
4» 5 5 4 4 5 3 0 . 0 6 8 3 6 2 . 4 1 4 2 2 4 3 . 7 9 5 7 7 2 . 1 7 5 1 4 1 8 2 . 4 8 1 4 1 1 . 8 5 1 3 1 4 5 . 3 3 6 0 2 
4 . 6 9 9 3 9 3 0 . 7 1 9 5 0 2 . 4 3 1 5 2 4 3 . 8 6 9 2 9 2 . 1 6 9 7 4 1 8 2 . 6 6 6 9 2 1 . 8 2 4 3 3 4 5 . 3 7 7 5 3 
4 . 5 4 4 3 3 3 1 . 3 9 2 5 0 2 . 3 8 8 8 2 4 3 . 9 4 321 2 . 1 6 4 3 5 1 8 2 . 8 3 4 5 3 1 . 7 9 7 3 4 4 5 . 4 2 1 8 1 
4 . 3 3 9 2 7 3 2 . C 8 8 8 6 2 . 3 7 6 1 2 4 4 . 0 1 7 51 2 . 1 5 3 9 5 1 8 2 . 9 8 4 0 8 1 . 7 7 0 35 H 5 . 4 6 7 0 1 
4 . 2 3 4 2 1 3 2 . 8 1 0 2 8 2 . 3 6 3 4 2 4 4 . 0 9 2 2 2 2 . 1 5 3 5 5 1 8 3 . 1 1 5 3 8 1 , 7 4 3 3 6 4 5 . 5 1 2 7 0 
4 . 0 7 9 1 5 3 3 . 5 53 6 1 2 . 3 5 0 7 2 4 4 . 1 6 7 3 2 2 . 1 4 8 1 5 1 8 3 . 2 2 8 2 2 1 . 7 1 6 3 8 4 5 . 5 5 8 3 1 
3 . 9 2 4 0 9 3 4 . 3 3 5 9 4 2 . 3 3 8 0 2 4 4 . 2 4 2 34 2 . 1 4 2 7 6 1 3 3 . 3 2 2 3 6 1 . 6 3 9 3 9 4 5 . 6 0 5 3 4 
3 . 7 6 9 C 3 3 5 . 1 4 4 6 2 2 . 3 2 5 3 1 4 4 . 3 1 3 7 7 2 . 1 3 7 3 7 1 8 3 . 3 9 7 5 4 1 . 6 6 2 4 0 4 5 . 6 5 2 3 5 
3 . 6 1 3 97 i5.98 72 8 2 . 3 1 2 61 4 4 . 3 9 5 2 2 2 . 1 3 1 9 7 1 8 3 . 4 5 3 5 0 1 . 6 3 5 4 1 4 5 . 7 0 0 0 0 
3 . 4 5 8 91 3 6 . 8 6 6 8 9 2 . 2 9 9 9 1 4 4 . 4 7 3 1 0 2 . 1 2 6 5 8 1 8 3 . 4 8 9 9 1 1 . 6 0 8 4 3 4 5 . 7 4 885 
3 . 3 6 3 8 4 3 7 . 78 6 8 6 2 . 2 3 7 2 1 4 4 . 5 6 1 1 6 2 . 1 2 1 1 8 18 3 . 5 0 6 4 5 1 . 5 8 1 4 4 4 5 . 8 0 0 7 7 
3 . 1 4 3 7 8 3 3 . 7 5 1 0 6 2 . 2 7 4 5 1 4 4 . 7 3 3 5 0 2 . 1 1 5 73 18 3 . 5 0 2 7 5 1 . 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 . 8 6 1 3 8 
2 . 9 9 3 7 2 3 9 . 7 6 3 9 6 2 . 2 6 1 8 1 4 5 . 5 3 4 4 3 2 . 1 1 0 3 9 1 8 3 . 4 7 8 4 1 1 . 5 2 7 4 6 4 5 . 9 4 5 8 8 
2 . 8 3 3 66 4 0 . 8 3 0 7 5 2 . 2 4 9 1 0 5 0 . 3 1 7 73 2 . 1 0 4 9 9 1 8 3 . 4 3 3 0 0 1 . 5 0 0 4 8 4 6 . 0 9 0 4 3 
2 . 6 8 3 6 0 4 1 . 9 5 7 4 8 2 . 2 3 6 4 0 7 5 . 5 2 7 6 3 2 . 0 99 60 1 8 3 . 3 6 6 0 5 1 . 4 7 3 4 9 4 6 . 3 6 8 4 1 





1 . 4 4 6 5 0 4 6 . 9 0 3 6 3 
1 . 3 8 6 2 3 4 6 . 9 0 5 8 1 
1 . 3 2 5 9 6 4 6 . 9 0776 
1 . 2 6 5 6 9 46 .90948 
1 . 2 0 5 4 2 4 6 . 9 1 0 3 9 
1 . 1 4 5 1 5 4 6 . 9 1 2 3 0 
1 . 0 8 4 8 8 4 6 . 9 1 3 4 2 


















KEQUV = , l0Q7209E«-00 
RESCOND= . 6 1 9 u 3 7 6 E - 0 6 
RESSHL3= . 1 5 4 7 4 4 6 E - 0 4 
HSC = 0 . 
HSS = 0 , 
HSI = 0 . 
FOC = . 315C826E+01 
FOS = . 4 5 4 6 8 7 6 E * 0 0 
FOI = . 1 1 6 7 8 9 7 E - 0 1 
FOO = . 5 2 7 5 1 7 8 E - 0 3 
FOE = . 2 8 4 4 6 8 6 E - 0 4 ^ 
LOCAL TEMPERATURE DEGREES CENTIGRADE TIME IS .423E+01 SEC 
EARTH JACKET SHIELD INSULATOR CONDUCTOR 
RADIUS TEMP RADIUS TEM? RADIUS TEMP RADIUS TEMP RADIUS TE-NP 
6 . 25 0 0 0 2 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 5 2 8 5 4 4 3 . 2 7 0 1 2 2 . 2 2 3 7 0 6 4 . 2 1 1 9 9 2 . 0 9 4 2 0 6 4 . 2 6 8 1 8 1 . 4 4 6 5 0 4 7 . 0 6 9 0 0 
6 . 09'+9* ? 5 . 5 j 43 3 2 . 5 1 5 84 4 3 • 3 4 1 5 8 2 . 2 1 8 30 6 4 . 2 1 5 3 5 2 . 0 6 7 2 1 6 4 . 4 G 1 6 2 1 . 3 862 3 4 7 . 0 6 6 1 1 
5 . 9 3 9 8 8 2 6 . U 2 1 2 6 2 . 5 0 3 1 4 4 3 . 4 2 4 8 0 2 . 2 1 2 9 1 6 4 . 2 1 8 6 4 2 . 0 4 0 2 3 6 4 . 3 9 4 7 2 1 . 3 2 5 9 6 4 7 . 0 6 3 3 3 
5 . 784 8 2 2 6 . 5 5 1 8 6 2 . 4 9 0 4 3 4 3 . 5 2 4 5 5 2 . 2 C 7 5 1 6 4 . 2 2 1 8 3 2 . C 1 3 2 4 6 4 . 2 4 9 7 5 1 . 2 6 5 6 9 4 7 . 0 6 0 6 5 
5 . 6 2 9 7 6 2 7 . 0 9 6 8 7 - 2 . 4 7 7 7 3 4 3 . 6 4 7 1 5 2 . 2 0 2 1 2 6 4 . 2 2 4 9 4 1 . 9 8 6 2 5 6 3 . 9 7 1 3 7 1 . 2 0 542 4 7 . 0 5 8 0 6 
5 .k7+7Q 2 7 . 6 5 7 1 2 2 . 4 6 5 0 3 4 3 , 8 0 3 97 2 s 1,96,72 6 4 . 2 2 7 9 7 1 . 9 5 9 26 6 3 . 5 6 8 8 2 1 . 1 4 5 1 5 4 7 . 0 5 5 5 7 i 
>J
1 3 1 9 6 3 2 8 . 2 3 3 1 * 6 2 . 4 5 2 3 3 4 3 . 9 9 6 9 7 2 , 1 9 1 3 2 , 6 4 . 2 3 0 9 1 1 . 9 3 2 28 6 3 . 0 5 0 5 6 1 . 0 8 4 8 8 4 7 . 0 5 3 1 8 ; 
5 , 1 6 4 5 7 2 8 . 8 2 6 8 5 2 . 4 3 96 3 4 4 . 2 4 9 1 C 2 . 1 8 5 9 3 6 4 . 2 3 377 1 . 9 0 5 29 6 2 . 4 2 9 3 0 1 . 0 2460 4 7 . 0 5 0 8 8 1 
5 . 0G9 5 1 2 9 . 4 3 8 3 4 2 . 4 2 6 9 3 4 4 . 5 7 4 5 4 2 . 1 8 0 5 3 6 4 . 2 3 6 5 3 1 . 8 7 8 3 0 6 1 . 7 1 8 05 . 9 6 433 4 7 . 0 4 8 6 6 J 
4« 8 5 4 4 5 3 J . 0 6 9 0 6 2 . 4 1 4 2 2 4 4 . 9 9 3 t > 6 2 . 1 7 5 1 4 6 4 . 2 3 9 2 1 1 . 8 5 1 3 1 6 0 . 9 3 1 0 6 . 9 0 4 0 6 47.0465^3 ! 
4 . 6 9 9 3 9 3 0 . 7 2 0 2 6 2 . 4 0 1 5 2 4 5 . 5 2 9 4 1 2 . 1 6 9 7 4 6 4 . 2 4 1 8 0 1 . 8 2 4 3 3 6 0 . 0 8 2 8 3 . 8 4 3 7 9 4 7 . 0 4 4 4 8 ! 
4 . 5'+••33 3 1 . 3 9 3 3 2 2 . 3 8 8 8 2 4 6 . 2 0 6 1 2 2 . 1 6 4 3 5 6 4 . 2 4 4 3 0 1 . 7 9 7 3 4 5 9 . 1 8 7 6 5 . 7 8 3 5 2 4 7 . 0 4 2 5 0 ! 
4 . 3 8 9 2 7 3 2 . 0 8 9 7 5 2 . 3 7 6 1 2 4 7 . 0 4 7 4 4 2 . 1 5 8 95 6 4 . 2 4 6 7 1 1 . 7 7 0 3 5 5 8 . 2 5 9 1 2 . 7 2 3 2 5 4 7 . 0 4 0 5 9 
4 . 2 3 4 2 1 3 2 . 8 1 1 2 4 2 . 3 6 3 4 2 4 8 . 0 7 3 4 6 2 . 1 5 3 5 5 6 4 . 2 4 9 0 2 1 . 7 4 3 36 5 7 . 3 0 9 6 9 . 6 6 2 9 8 4 7 . 0 3 8 7 3 
4 . 0 7 9 1 5 3 3 . 5 5 9 6 5 . 2 . 3 5 0 7 2 4 9 . 2 9 6 9 7 2 . 1 4 8 15 6 4 . 2 5 1 2 5 1 . 7 1 6 3 8 5 6 . 3 5 0 2 7 . 6 0 2 7 1 4 7 . 0 3693 
3 . 9 2 4 0 9 3 4 . 3 3 7 0 8 2 . 3 3 8 0 2 5 0 . 7 1 9 3 3 2 . 1 4 2 7 6 6 4 . 2 5 3 J 8 1 . 6 8 9 3 9 5 5 . 3 8 9 8 8 . 5 4 2 4 4 4 7 . 0 3 5 1 6 i 
3 . 769 0 3 3 5 . 1 4 5 8 7 2 . 3 2 5 3 1 5 2 . 3 2 6 3 1 2 . 1 3 7 3 7 6 4 . 2 5 5 4 2 1 . 6 6 2 4 0 5 4 . 4 3 5 4 4 . 4 8 2 1 7 4 7 . 0 3 3 4 1 .•! 
3 . 6 1 3 97 3 5 . 9 8 865 2 . 3 1 2 6 1 5 4 . 0 8 4 o 3 2 . 1 3 1 9 7 6 4 . 2 5 7 3 6 1 . 6 3 5 4 1 5 3 . 4 9 1 5 5 . 4 2 1 9 0 4 7 . 0 3 1 6 5 •! 
3 . 458 9 1 3 6 .863«*1 2 . 2 9 9 9 1 5 5 . 9 4 0 1 6 2 . 1 2 6 5 8 6 4 . 2 5 9 2 1 1 . 6 0 8 43 5 2 . 5 6 0 4 4 . 3 6 1 6 3 4 7 . 0 2 9 8 4 
3 . 3 0 3 8 4 3 7 . 7 3 8 5 4 2 . 2 8 7 21 5 7 . 8 1 8 4 7 2 . 1 2 1 1 8 6 4 . 2 6 095 1 . 5 8 1 4 4 5 1 . 6 4 1 8 7 . 3 C 1 3 5 4 7 . 0 2 7 9 4 
3 . 148 78 3 8 . 7 5 2 9 3 2 . 2 7 4 5 1 5 9 . 6 2 8 4 1 2 . 1 1 5 78 6 4 . 2 6 2 6 0 1 . 5 5 4 4 5 5 0 . 7 3 3 2 5 . 2 4 1 0 8 4 7 . 0 2 5 3 5 
2 . 993 7 2 3 3. 7 6 5 u 5 2 . 2 o l 8 1 6 1 . 2 6 8 7 3 2 . 1 1 G 3 9 6 4 . 2 6 4 1 5 1 . 5 2 7 46 4 9 . 8 2 9 6 6 . 1 8 0 8 1 4 7 . 0 2 3 4 0 
2 . 8 3 8 6 6 H O . 8 3 3 1 4 2 . 2 4 9 1 0 6 2 . 6 3 7 3 7 2 . 1 0 4 99 6 4 . 2 6 5 6 0 1 . 5 0 0 4 8 4 8 . 9 2 4 0 4 . 1 2 0 54 4 7 . 0 2 0 2 2 
2 . 6PS6 3 4 1 . 9 6 2 9 5 2 . 2 3 6 4 0 6 3 . 6 4 2 2 5 2 . 0 9 9 6 0 6 4 . 2 6 6 9 4 1 . 4 7 3 4 9 4 8 . 0 0 7 4 0 . 0 6 0 2 7 4 7 . 0 1 5 1 9 














LOCAL TEMPERATURE DEGREE 
EARTH JAC 
RADIUS TEMP RADIUS 
6 . 2 5 0 0 0 2 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 5 2 8 5 4 
6 . 0 9 4 9 4 2 5 . 5 0 4 3 5 2 . 5 1 5 8 4 
5 . 93 98 8 2 6 . 0 2 1 2 8 2 . 5 0 3 1 4 
5 . 7 6 * 8 2 2 0 . 5 5 1 8 8 2 . 4 9 0 4 3 
5 . 6 2 9 7 b 2 7 . 0 9 6 9 U 2 . 4 7 7 7 3 
5 . 4 7 4 7 0 2 7 . 6 5 7 1 4 2 . 4 6 5 0 3 
5 = 3 1 9 6 3 2 8 . 2 3 3 4 8 2 . 4 5 2 3 3 
5 . 1 6 4 5 7 2 8 , 8 2 6 8 8 2 • 4 3 96 3 
5 . 0 0 9 5 1 
4 , 354/15 2 9 . 4 3 9 3 7 "I ,1 ft ~c- r% rt r\ 
•J '•J • U O "J t j ^ 
2 , 4 2 6 9 3 
2 . 4 1 4 2 2 
4 . 6 9 9 3 9 3 J . 7 2 0 3 Q 2 . 4 c 1 5 2 
4 . 5 4 4 3 3 3 1 . 3 9 3 3 6 2 . 3 8 8 82 
4 . 3 8 9 2 7 3 2 . 0 89 7 9 2 . 3 7 6 1 2 
4 . 2 3 4 2 1 3 2 . 8 1 1 2 8 2 . 3 6 3 4 2 
4 . 0 7 9 1 5 
3 . 9 2 4 C 9 
3 3 . 5 5 9 7 0 
3 4 . 3 3 7 1 3 
2 . 3 5 0 72 
2 . 3 3 8 0 2 
3 . 7 6 9 0 3 3 5 . 1 4 5 9 3 2 . 3 2 5 3 1 
3 . 6 1 3 9 7 3 5 . 9 8 8 7 1 . 2 . 3 1 2 6 1 
3 . 4 5 8 9 1 3 5 . 8 6 8 4 8 2 . 2 9 9 9 1 
3 . 3 0 3 8 4 3 7 . 7 8 8 6 1 2 . 2 d 7 2 1 
3 . 1 4 8 7 8 3 3 . 7 5 3 0 1 2 . 2 7 4 51 
2 . 9 9 3 72 3 9 . 7 6 6 1 4 2 . 2 6 1 8 1 
2 . 8 3 8 6 6 4 0 . 8 3 32 5 2 . 2 4 9 1 0 
2 . 6 8 3 6 0 4 1 . 9 6 3 3 0 2 . 2 3 6 4 u 
2 . 5 2 8 5 4 4 3 . 2 7 7 3 4 2 . 2 2 3 7 0 
LOS = . 9 0 3 9 3 5 6 E - 0 2 
CONO = • 6 1 9 3 1 4 2 E - 0 6 
SHLD= • 1 1 0 7 1 9 5 E - 0 4 
= . 3619182E*0G 
= . 8 3 0 2 8 6 7 E * 0 4 
= . 7 6 0 5 3 8 7 E - 0 1 
= . 1 3 6 5 3 5 8 E * 0 0 
= • 1 0 9 3 9 8 3 E - 0 2 
= . 5060 889E-03 
= • • 2 2 8 5 9 i f l £ - 0 4 
= • 1 2 3 2 6 9 7 E - 0 5 
S CENTIGRADE 
ET SHIELD 
TEMP RADIUS TEMP 
4 3 . 2 7 7 3 4 2 . 2 2 3 7 0 2 6 2 . 1 4 7 6 1 
4 3 . 3 52 35 2 . 2 1 8 3 0 , ^ _ _ _ cof.b£Iff 
4 3 . 4 4 0 1 2 2 . 2 1 2 9 1 2 6 6 . 9 3 7 2 1 
4 3 . 5 4 5 82 2 . 2 0 7 51 2 6 9 . 0 9 7 7 0 
4 3 s 6 7 6 2 2 *•> 1 n *> - -5 c . c u e xc 2 7 1 . 1 0 6 6 3 
4 3 . 8 4 0 1 2 2 . 1 9 6 72 2 7 2 * 9 6 7 2 8 
4 4 . 0 4 8 7 8 • 2 . 1 9 1 3 2 2 7 4 . 6 8 2 7 5 
4 4 . 3 1 6 3 0 2 . T 8 5 9 3 2 7 6 . 2 5 5 9 2 
4 4 . 6 5 9 6 8 2 . 1 8 0 5 3 2 7 7 - 6 8 9 4 4 
4 5 . 0 9 3 6 3 2 . 1 7 5 1 4 2 7 8 . 9 8 5 7 1 
4 5 . 6 5 4 8 8 2 . 1 6 9 7 4 2 8 0 . 1 4 6 8 6 
4 6 . 3 5 0 8 0 2 . 1 6 4 3 5 2 8 1 . 1 7 4 7 3 
4 7 . 2 0 7 3 8 2 . 1 5 8 9 5 2 6 2 . 0 7 0 8 3 
4 8 . 2 4 1 4 2 2 . 1 5 3 5 5 2 8 2 . 8 3 6 3 2 
4 9 . 4 6 2 1 2 2 . 1 4 8 15 2 8 3 . 4 7 2 0 2 
5 0 . 8 6 7 4 1 2 . 1 4 2 7 6 2 8 3 . 9 7 8 3 3 
5 2 . 4 4 0 5 0 2 . 1 3 7 37 2 8 4 . 3 5 5 2 6 
5 4 . 1 4 7 9 2 2 . 1 3 1 9 7 2 8 4 . 6 0 2 3 7 
5 5 . 9 4 3 7 6 2 . 1 2 6 5 8 2 8 4 . 7 1 8 7 4 
5 7 . 8 C 5 53 2 . 1 2 1 1 3 2 8 4 . 7 0 2 9 8 
5 9 . 9 3 5 4 8 2 . 1 1 5 7 8 2 6 4 . 5 5 3 1 6 
6 3 . 7 6 9 6 5 2 . 1 1 G 3 9 2 6 4 . 2 6 6 8 3 
7 5 . 9 3 9 1 3 2 . 1 0 4 9 9 2 6 3 . 8 4 0 9 3 
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6 2 . 1 4 7 6 1 2 . 0 9 4 20 2 6 2 . 5 5 5 2 4 
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INSULATOR CONDUCTOR 
RADIUS TEMP n A n •*• 1 i r 
! \ HU i. U 2 T t H P 
2 . 0 9 4 2 0 28 2 . 5 5 5 2 4 1 . 4 4 6 5 0 4 5 . 3/A535 
2 . 0 6 7 2 1 17 8 . 3 8 9 6 3 1 . 3 8 6 2 3 4 8 . 3 4 5 8 3 
2 . 0 4 0 2 3 1 1 9 . 2 7 1 0 2 1 . 3 2 5 9 6 4 8 . 3 4 5 1 7 
2 . 0 1 3 24 8 8 . 5 8 2 6 0 1 . 2 6 5 6 9 4 5 . Zt^i^SJ 
1 . 9 8 6 2 5 73.07 7Z1 1 . 2 0 542 4 8 . 3 4 3 4 4 
1 . 9 5 9 26. 6 7 . 2 2 . 1 8 3 1 . 1 4 5 1 5 4 8 . 3 4 2 3 9 
i . 9 3 2 2 8 b 4 . 2 1 4 " § 2 , , i . 0 8 4 8 8 4 8 . 3 4 1 2 1 
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1 . 8 2 4 3 3 6 0 . 0 1 5 3 2 . 8 4 3 7 9 4 8 . 3 3 5 2 4 
1 . 7 9 7 3 4 5 9 . 1 5 6 1 7 . 7 8 3 5 2 4 8 . 3 3 3 4 1 
1 . 7 7 0 35 5 8.26*635 . 7 2 3 2 5 4 8 . 3 3 1 4 2 
1 . 7 4 3 3 6 5 7 . 3 5 3 75 . 6 6 2 9 8 4 8 . 3 2 9 2 4 
1 . 7 1 6 38 5 6 . 4 2 5 0 1 . 6 0 2 7 1 4 8 . 3 2 6 3 6 
1 .68 9 39 5 5 .48(375 . 5 4 2 4 4 4 3 . 3 2 4 2 2 
1 . 6 6 2 4 0 
1 . 6 3 5 4 1 
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5 3 . 6 1 8 6 5 
. 4 8 2 1 7 
. 4 2 1 9 0 
4 8 . 3 2 1 2 7 
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1 . 6 0 3 4 3 5 2 . 6 9 4 2 1 . 3 6 1 6 3 4 8 . 3 1 4 1 1 
1 . 5 8 1 4 4 5 1 . 7 8 3 3 5 . 3 0 1 3 5 4 3 . 3 0 959 
1 . 5 5 4 4 5 5 0 . 8 9 5 6 7 . 2 4 1 0 8 4 3 . 3 0 4 0 7 
1 . 5 2 7 4 6 5 0 . 0 5 1 7 4 . 1 8 0 81 4 8 . 2 9 6 9 9 
1 .50 0 48 4 9 . 2 9 244 . 1 2 0 5 4 4 8 . 2 8 7 0 8 
1 .47 3 4 9 4 8 . 6 8 8 73 . 0 6 0 2 7 4 3 . 2 7 0 5 9 
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6 2 2 2 2 C 1 E - 0 6 
1 9 1 2 5 2 2 E - 0 4 
HSC = 0 . 
HSS = 0 . 
HSI = 0 . 
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FO 3 = . 2u7 lQ55E*Q£ 
FOI = 
FOO = 
3 2 3 J 3 54E-0-1 
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2 . 0 9 4 2 0 3 0 2 . 9 3 5 2 3 1 . 4 4 6 5 0 5 1 . 9 3 7 2 0 
2 . 0 6 7 2 1 1 9 4 . 3 3 7 3 0 1 . 3 8 6 2 3 5 1 . 9 3 3 9 0 
2 . C 4 0 2 3 1 3 2 . 4 0 0 2 6 1 , 3 2 5 9 6 5 1 . 9 3 0 5 2 
2 . 0 1 3 2 4 9 9 . 9 2 0 O 9 1 . 2 6 5 6 9 5 1 . 9 2 7 0 6 
1 . 9 8 6 2 5 8 4 . 1 6 2 2 4 1 . 2 0 5 4 2 5 1 . 9 2 3 5 3 * 
i . 9 5 9 2 6 7 6 . 9 7 3 1 3 1 . 1 4 5 1 5 5 1 . 9 1 9 9 4 
1 . 9 3 2 2 8 73 .763J+2 1 . Q 3 4 8 8 5 1 . 9 1 6 2 9 
1 . 9 0 5 2 9 7 2 . 2 2 2 3 5 1 . 0 2 4 6 C 5 1 . 9 1 2 5 8 ; 
1 . 8 7 3 30 7 1 . 2 9 4 2 8 . 9 6 4 3 3 5 1 . 9 0 8 8 2 
1 . 8 5 1 3 1 7 0 . 5 3 8 5 3 .90<+06 5 1 . 9 0501 
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1 . 7 4 3 3 6 6 7 . 0 8 3 1 4 . 6 6 2 9 8 5 1 . 8 8 9 0 6 
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1 . 6 8 9 3 9 6 4 . 8 * » 2 5 5 . 5 4 2 4 4 5 1 . 8 3044 
1 . 6 6 2 4 0 6 3 . 5 9 0 1 7 . 4 8 217 5 1 . 8 7 5 8 2 
1 . 6 3 5 4 1 6 2 . 2 5 2 4 6 . 4 2 1 9 0 5 1 . 8 7 0 9 1 
1 .60 8 43 6 0 . 8 3 3 3 4 . 3 6 1 6 3 5 1 . 8 6 5 5 7 ! 
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1 . 50 0 4 8 5 4 . 6 4 0 2 8 . 1 2 0 5 4 5 1 . 8 3 2 5 % 
1.1+7349 5 3 . 1 7 8 5 9 .C6C27 5 1 . 8 1 3 7 1 





The computer program has been used to predict both steady state 
and transient temperature distributions in underground cables. Typical 
results are shown in Figures 6 through 15. The steady state results are 
plotted in Figures 6 through 12 and the results are compared with 
available ampacity tables [12] in Figures 11 and 12. The transient re-
sults are given in Figures 13 through 15 and they are compared with the 
results of Martin and Reczek. [4] . 
Figure 6 shows the local temperature in a typical 1 million cir-
cular mil cable for the center cable in a flat three cable arrangement. 
The cables are buried at a depth of 122 cm. Currents vary from 400 to 
600 amps and the voltage is a constant 25,000 volts, phase to phase 
which is equivalent to 14.,434 volts phase to neutral. The temperature 
level increases with current but even at 600 amps the conductor tempera-
ture is below 90°C which is a safe level for typical cable materials. A 
current of 400 amps produces a conductor temperature of lsighly over 
50°C. The conductor is the hottest portion of the cable and the tempera-
ture drops gradually as the distance from the center increases. The 
high thermal conductivity of the conductor and shield makes these areas 
almost isothermal. For all three current levels, the ambient soil 
temperature is 25°C, so the total temperature rise for each current level 
is approximately 27°C, 42°C and 61°C for 400, 500 and 600 amps, 
respectively. 
Figure 7 shows the effect of depth on the central conductor tem-
perature for three current levels. The cable geometry and cable 
materials are identical for those for Figure 6. As expected, the con-
ductor temperature increases with current and it is less sensitive to 
the depth of burial. For example, for a current of 500 amps, the con-
ductor temperature increases only about 5°C as the depth is increased 
from 90 cm to 150 cm. 
Figure 8 shows the effect of cable spacing on the conductor tem-
perature for three different current levels. The conductor temperature 
increases only about 5°C at 700 amps for the range of cable spacing 
given in the figure. The conductor temperature increased as spacing 
between the cable increases because of increased circulating currents in 
the shield. 
For a 1 million circular mil conductor, Figure 9 illustrates the 
effect of cable voltage on the conductor temperature. Since the cable 
heating is independent of voltage except for the dielectric loss, the 
conductor temperature remains relatively unaffected by the voltage. 
This curve shows how little the dielectric losses affect the overall 
2 
cable temperature and how the I R losses in the conductor and shield 
dominate the heat generation in the cable. 
For the same cable system as in Figures 6, 7 and 8, Figure 10 
shows the effect of shield construction on cable temperature. The wire 
shield produces slightly higher temperatures at currents above 400 amps, 
but the increase is small. The wire shield produces higher conductor 
temperatures because the air gaps between shield wires cause a lower 
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1 million circular mil conductor 
Solid shield, insulation (XLP), Jacket (PVC) 
Insulation thickness - 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14,434 volt (phase to neutral) 
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Figure 6. Steady State Radial Temperature 
Distribution As A Function Of Conductor Current 
1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire shield (21 #10) 
Insulation (XCP) Jacket (PVC) 
Insulation thickness - 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14434 volt (phase to neutral) 
3 cables horizontally on 20.32 cm center 
I = 700 amps 
I = 500 amps 
I = 300 amps 
..._+_-—__ f. , , __—_, .—,_ 
90 100 110 120 130 140 
Depth (cm) 
Figure 7. Steady State Conductor Temperature As 
A Function Of Cable Depth And Current. 
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1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire Shield (21 #10) 
Insulation (XLP) Jacket (PVC) 
Insulation thickness - 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14,434 volt (phase to neutral) 
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Figure 8. Steady State Conductor Temperature As 







1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire shield (21 #10) 
Insulation (XLP) Jacket (PVC) 
Insulation thickness - 0.6477 cm 
3 cables horizontally on 20.32 center 122.0 deep 
I = 700 amps 
I = 500 amps 





•10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 
Voltage (volt) 
Figure 9. Steady State Conductor Temperature As 
A Function Of Phase To Neutral Voltage And Current. 
1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire shield (21 #10) and solid shield (copper) 
Insulation (XLP) Jacket (PVC) 
Insulation Thickness - 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14.434 volt (phase to neutral) 
3 cables horizontally on 20.32 cm center 
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Current (amps) 
Figure 10. The Effect Of Shield Constructions On 
Steady State Conductor Temperature. 
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shield thermal conductivity. r' 
The cable conditions used in Figure 11 were selected to coincide 
with those given in the IPCEA-NEMA ampacity tables [12]. The cable is a 
1 million circular mil conductor with XLP insulation and wire shield 
with no jacket. The three cables are buried at a depth of 91.44 cm and 
spaced on 19.05 cm centers. Two cases of different diameter shield wires 
are selected for comparison., The computer results compare favorably with 
the ampacity tables with the maximum temperature difference between the 
two of about 8°C. 
Figure 12 compares the steady state 1 million circular mil con-
ductor temperature predicted by the computer program with one supplied 
by Georgia Power Company for similar conditions. The maximum difference 
in temperature is 5°C. The Georgia Power program is based on the theory 
of Neher and McGrath [1]. 
The remaining figures in this section illustrate the program re-
sults for transient cable behavior. The type of transient is one ex-
pected to occur when a fault: in the circuit is detected. Under fault 
conditions the current is suddenly increased from a steady state value 
to a fault level. The fault current is conducted through the conductor, 
through the fault location, and into the shield. The fault current 
level continues until automatic switching devices detect the fault and 
open the circuit causing the current level to drop to zero. The switch 
continues to open and close the circuit assuming that the reason for the 
fault will correct itself. If the fault does not disappear, the cir-
cuit will remain open after several attempts to reclose. 
Figure 13 shows the shield temperature when the circuit is faulted 
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1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire shield, insulation (XLP), no jacket 
Insulation thickness - 0.66043 cm 
Voltage - 15000 volt (phase to neutral) 
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Figure 11. Comparison Of Computer Output With 
Ampacity Table [12] For Steady State Temperature. 
1 million circular mil conductor, wire 
shield (21 #10) 
Insulation (XLP) Jacket (PVC) 
Insulation thickness — 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14.434 volt (phase to neutral) 
3 cables horizontally on 20.32 cm center, 122.0 
cm deep 
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Current (amps) 
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Figure 12. Comparison Of Computer Output 
and Reference [16] For Steady State Temperature 
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through three cycles. The fault current: is assumed to be 9760 amps. The 
on-off times are typical of those experiences with circuit breakers used 
in the field. The results show reasonable comparison between the com-
puter output and the experimental results of Martin and Reczek [4]. The 
shield temperatures are plotted because they are the highest tempera-
tures in the cable during a transient condition. The shield resistance 
is on the order of three times that of the conductor so that even though 
the same current passes through both the shield and conductor, the tem-
perature rise in the shield is greater. Furthermore, there is less mass 
in the shield so it is less able to store the energy in the shield 
material. 
The program predicts the abrupt shield temperature rise during the 
time that the fault current is passed through the shield and conductor. 
The data also show the gradual decrease in shield temperature when the 
circuit is open and the current drops to zero. During this time the 
heat from the shield and conductor is conducted into the adjacent insu-
lation materials thereby reducing the shield and conductor temperatures. 
The maximum shield temperature at the end of each "on" cycle beings to 
increase but remains about constant between the second and third short 
circuit cycle. This is primarily due to the relatively long time that 
the circuit remains open (about 10 sec) during this time thereby allowing 
the heat to be conducted into the insulation. 
The computer program predicts temperature rises which are initial-
ly larger and eventually smaller than those predicted by a program 
developed at Georgia Power Company. The Georgia Power Company program 
















1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire shield (19 #14) 
Insulation Thickness 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14,434 volt (phase to neutral) 
3 cables horizontally on 20.32 cm center, 122 cm deep 
Fault current - 9760 amps 
Fault sequence - 0.3416 sec on, 3.2 sec off, 0.416 sec on 
9.7 sec off, 0.3416 sec on 
-— reference [4] 
computer output J 
20 40 60 80 100 
Time (sec) 
120 140 160 
Figure 13. Comparison Between Output And Reference [4] 
For Fault Conditions I. 
1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire shield (14 #16 AWG) 
Insulation (XLP) Jacket (SCP) 
Insulation thickness - 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14,434 volts (phase to neutral) 
400 I 3 cables horizontally on 20.32 cm center, 122 cm deep 
Fault current - 8394 amps 
Fault sequence - 0.128 sec on, 4.23 sec off, 0.183 sec on 
11.7 sec off, 0.2 sec on 
reference [4] 
— — computer output 
0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 
Figure 14. Comparison Between Output And 
Reference [4] For Fault Condition II. 
»*j 
ro 
from only one side of the shield and it is insulated on the other side. 
The program described in this thesis allows heat to flow to both sides 
of the shield. When heat flows from the shield into the jacket and in-
sulation, the resulting temperature rise of the shield is eventually 
lower than that predicted by the model of Mildner. 
The results in Figure 14 are similar to those of Figure 13 but 
they represent cable behavior for a slightly different cable geometry. 
The shield construction is slightly different, and the fault current is 
higher. The transient shield temperature is again compared with the ex-
perimental work conducted by Georgia Power Company. , The program pre-
dicts temperatures which are initially higher and eventually lower than 
measured values, although the differences are limited to about 15°C. 
Local, transient temperatures are illustrated in Figure 15. The 
temperature levels show how the cable heats .up locally at the end and 
beginning of each short circuit: cycle. The cable temperature is initial-
ly at a temperature labeled as steady state. The temperature distribu-
tion at the end of the first: short circuit cycle is marked as ON-1. At 
this time the conductor temperature has increased to about 53°C and the 
shield temperature has increased to aibout: 114°C, which is the highest 
temperature in the cable at that time. 
The temperatures in the cable that exist after the circuit has 
been open for the first time are labeled as OFF-1. The conductor tem-
perature increases less than 1°C during the open circuit period, while 
the shield decreases about 70°C. The heat generated in the shield and 
conductor during the fault has been conducted into the adjacent insula-




1 million circular mil conductor 
Wire shield (19 #14) 
Insulation thickness - 0.6477 cm 
Voltage - 14434 volt (phase to neutral) 
3 cables horizontally on 20.37 cm, 122 cm deep 
Fault current - 9760 amps 
Fault sequenct - 0.3416 sec on, 3.2 sec off, 
0.3416 sec on, 9.7 sec off, 





















OFF-1. WS/ / 
ON-1 "":^y 
— A j \ , — 
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Figure 15. Local Temperature At The End 
Of Each Short-Circuit Cycle. 
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minimum temperature near its center. / But' after the end of the first open 
circuit, the heat generated by the shield and conductor has had time to 
be conducted toward that location and the minimum temperature is elimi-
nated. 
The behavior of the cable during the second and third cycle is 
similar to the first cycle. The maximum temperature exists in the shield 
material after the end of each fault period. The shield reaches a tem-
perature of 225°C at the end of the second fault and it has cooled to 
105°C after the circuit is open for about 10 seconds. The heat generated 
in the conductor has had enough time during that period to raise the con-
ductor temperature by approximately 2°C. Under these conditions, the 
temperature levels of the conductor are low enough to prevent serious 
cable damage in that region. But the shield temperature is high enough 




The computer program and analysis presented in this thesis can 
have a significant economic impact on the design and current rating of 
underground power cables. The program can predict operating tempera-
tures for steady state and transient conditions. It, therefore, is a 
versatile design tool for one who has the responsibility of selecting 
cable materials and current levels which will result in safe operating 
temperatures. With such information, cables can be loaded to maximum 
current levels without risking damage to the cable insulation. Also, 
fault detection equipment can be designed to maintain an open circuit 
until the cable temperature has decreased to a safe level before attempt-
ing to reclose the circuit. 
Initial program output has indicated that the conductor tempera-
ture during a typical fault sequence remains within a safe level after 
three reclosures. However, the shield reaches potentially damaging tem-
peratures after the second reclosure. After the third reclosure, the 
shield temperature can easily exceed 200°C. This situation can be 
corrected by increasing the time! interval that the circuit is left open. 
Both steady and transient results show reasonable comparison with exist-
ing data from available literature. 
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APPENDIX A 
EQUIVALENT SHIELD THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
The thermal conductivity of a wire shield consists of copper and 
air. If we let p = percent area of contact between shield wire and sur-
rounding insulation where: 
=1.0 implies wire contacts insulation over the complete 
surface area. 
— 0.0 implies point contact. 
Total contact between the wire and insulation would imply contact 
over an arc of D , the percent contact would be given by 
2<J> (Ds/2) 
P = ;̂  X ((J, ^JJ r a ( j i U S ) 
r TTD 7T 
where $ is the angle of contact shown in. Figure 15 
• . . D 
then r. ty - -~— 
D 
i s or . \\i = 
2r. 
I 
If the round wire is replaced by an equivalent mass but with a 
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segment of a hollow cy l inde r as shown in Figure 15 then the r e s i s t a n c e 
of the s h i e l d wire becomes 
R s I22EMi n . . o 
s 2TTK r . 
s i 
and the a i r r e s i s t a n c e becomes 
r 
o 
R . (MM. ln _ < 
A 2TTKA r . 
A i 
the total resistance of the shield is given by 
1 . (L. + i . + + -±-\ + 6 - + i - + - i -j 
R t o t a l \ , R 1 R 2 " R n s > l
c ° P P e r VR1 R 2 R n s / a i ] 
N N 
s + _JL_ = N _ J L _ + 1 
R R . s R R . 
copper air copper air 
2TIK ' N |"K \\> + K . 0 ] 
t o t a l __ s coppe r a i r 
r r 




or K ^ ., = —S- [K ij> +.K' . 0 ] 
t o t a l 2TT coppe r a i r 
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where T|> = - — 
2 r . 
1 
= up 
(2TT - N f ) 






\ : / 
w/ 
f 
Figure 16. The Contact Between Wire And Insulation, 
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APPENDIX B 
MUTUAL HEATING EFFECTS 
The mutual heating effects between the several cables that may be 
buried in the earth are accounted for by an imaging technique. The burie 
cable is reflected in a plane which corresponds to the surface of the 
earth. The technique follows an analysis by Kennelly [13]. The appli-
cation of this work to the present problem of buried cables is outlined 
in reference [1] and it results in the factor F given in equation (II.C. 
4). The expression for F is 
F_
 di2- di3- frai'' ' m t - -r -j ... - u; 
d12 d13 dIN • 
The symbol d]. is the distance between cable i and the image of 
cable j reflected in the plane of the surface of the earth. The symbol 
d . is the distance between the two cables i and i. The factor F depends 
ij 
upon which cable is assumed to be the reference cable for temperature 
calculations. Equation (1) is written as if cable 1 is the reference 
cable. The equation consists of n - 1 terms where n is the number of 
cables considered. 
There are six possible cable arrangements considered in this 
thesis. The various distances d.. and d!. are given on the following 
ij iJ 
pages for these six cable arrangements. 
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1 . One p h a s e 
f A, fB 
d12' = V S 2 + (2d)2 
d21:, =H[/s
2 + (2d)2 




 s)2 + (2d + :rs)2 
13 . =V
(i s)2 + ( 2 d + ^ s ) 2 
• - V < d21 , =^f(~ S)2 + (2d + ~ S)2 
d23' = V ( S ) 2 + (2d + ^ S) 
31 f =Vth>
2+ (2d+f S)2 
d32' = V S ) 2 + ( 2 d + ^ S ) 
3. Right Triangular 
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d r = 2d + S 
i A 
~^s 
( B ) (' C ) 
d13, =H/(2d + S)
2 + (S)2 
d21, = 2d + S 
d23, =t/(2d + 2S)
2 + S2 
d31' = V ( 2 d + S)2 + S 
4. Flat 
d32, = (2d + 2S)
2 + S2 
d12, = J(2d)
2 + S2 
( A ) ( B ) ( C 
d13, =^T(2d)
2 + (2S)2 
d21' = V ( 2 d ) 2 + S2 
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d 2 3 , = ^ 2 d )
2 + S2 
d 3 l , = ^ ( 2 d )
2 + (2S) 
d 3 2 ' = f ( 2 d ) 2 + s 2 
5. Two C i r c u i t F l a t 
d 1 2 ' = 1 ( 2 d + 2 S ) 2 + s 2 
© o © 
A ) f B 
dl3' = V(2d + 2 S ) 2 + ( 2 S ) 2 
d-. , = 2d + S 14 
d15» »y<2d + S)
2 +' (S) 
d16 , =^T(2d + S)
2 + (2S) 
d21» = V 2 d + ' 2 S ) 2 + ( S ) 2 
d23" = Y ( 2 d + 2 S ) 2 + ( S ) 
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,d24? - y ( 2 d + S)
2 + (S) 2 
d 2 5 , = 2d + S 
d 2 6 , = (2d + S )
2 + ( S ) 2 
d 3 1 , = ^ ( 2 d + 2 S )
2 + ( S ) 2 
. ~V~(: d 3 2 , = t / ( 2 d + 2 S ) 2 + S 2 
d 3 4 , = ^ ( 2 d + S )
2 + S 2 
d 3 5 , = ^ ( 2 d + S )
2 + . S 2 
d 3 6 ? = 2 d + S 
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6 . Two C i r c u i t F l a t Reversed P h a s e 
d f = ^ ( 2 d + 2 S )
2 + S 2 
F [ E iEJ tV 
© © © 
d 1 3 , = f ( 2 d + 2 S )
2 + ( 2 S _ 2 
d l 4 , = ^ ( 2 d + S )
2 + ( 2 S ) 2 
d 1 5 , = ^ ( 2 d + S )
2 + S : 
d . , t = 2d + S 16 
d 2 1 , = i | ( 2 d + 2 S )
2 + S 2 
d23' =4(2d) + 2S)2 + s2 
d 2 4 , =1|t/(2d + S )
2 + S 2 
•d ;25? = 2d + S 
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d26, =y(2d + S)
2 + S2 
d 3 1 ' = 1 f ( 2 d + 2 S ) 2 + s 2 
d32' = T 2 d + 2 S ) 2 + s 2 
d 0 / . = 2d + S 34 
d 3 5 , = i | / (2d + S )
2 + S 2 
d 3 6 , = ^ 2 d + S )
2 + ( 2 S ) 2 
APPENDIX C 
• COMPUTER'PROGRAM 
In this appendix the complete computer program is listed. The 
main program appears first preceded a brief description of the input 
variables and their units. 
The 12 subprograms follow the main program in alphabetical order. 
Each subprogram is preceeded by a description of the output variable 























































PPOGPAM MA.INUNPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5 = INPUT,T.APE6 = 0UTPUT| 
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF UNDERGROUND' CARLES UNDERR 
FAULT CONDITIONS 
THE FOLLOWING SYMBOLS ARE OEFIN I f IONS OF INPUT ANC OUTPUT 
VARIABLES ALONG WITH THEIR UNITS 
HFAT OF CONDUCTOR, 
HEAT OF EARTH 
HFAT OF INS I TIE INSULATOR 
HEAT OF OUTSIDE INSULATOR 
HEAT OF SHIELD 
CONDUCTOR WIPE 













C I , C 2 , C 3 , , , , C 1 0 = C O N S T A N T C O E F F I C I E N T . 







DI 'ASW = 3 I A . OF 
FAULTI=FAULT CURRENT 
FOC=FOURIER NUMBER OF 




HSC=H£f tT SOURGF OF 
HSI=HEAT SOURCE OF 
HSS=H£AT SOURCE OF 
I A R U G E ^ l , 2 , 3 . ^ , 5 , 6 , , 
(CA3LE CONFIGURATION FOR CASE 
I C 3 L = 1 , CO°PER CONDUCTOR 
-Z , ALUMINUM CONDUCTOR 
ICNTRL=1 , STEADY STATE CALCULATIONS ONLY 
=2 , BOTH STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT 
CALCULATIONS 
ISHLD=1 , SOLID SHIELD 
=2 , SHIELD COMPOSED OF INDIVIDUAL 
WIRES 
II=CURRENT OF'CABLE 
<A = THE-4MAL CONDUC T IV IT V OF 
KC=THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CF 
KE=THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY'OF 
KEQUV=EaUIVALENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
SHIELD LAYER 
KT=THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF INSIDE INSULATOR 
CONDUCTIVITY OF OUTSIDE INSULATOR 
CONDUCTIVITY OF SHIELD 
SHIELD WIRES 
FACTOR 


































NSW=NO. OF WIRES IN SHIELD H F ISHL0=2 I 
OVRLAP=OVERLAP OF SHIELD MATERIAL 
°AR£A=?ERCENT A?EA OF TOTAL SURFACE OF 
SHIELD WIRES I N CONTACT WITH JACKET 
MATERIAL 
PF=POWER FACTOR OF INSULATOR 
RC=OUTSIDE RADIUS OF CONDUCTOR 
RE=RADIUS OF EARTH TO LOCATION WHERE T=TEF 
r » I = OUTSIDE RADIUS OF INSIDE INSULATOR 
RO=OUTSIDE RADIUS CF OUTSIDE INSULATOR 
RS=0UTSIDE RADIUS OF SHIELD 
RESA=FLECTRIC RESIST IV ITY TO 
.RESC = ELECTRIC RESIST IV ITY OF 
RESS=ELtCTRIC RESIST IV ITY OF 
RHOA=DENSITY OF AIR 





















































































RHOE=DENSITY OF EARTH GM/CC MAIN 
RHOI=D£NSITY OF INSIDE INSULATOR GM/CC MAIN 
RHOO=OE^SlTY OF OUTSIDE INSULATOR GM/CC MAIN 
RHOS=DEWSITy OF SHIELD GM/CC MAIN 
SPCAP=S 3ECIFIC CAPACITANCE OF DIELECTRIC DIMENSIONLESS MAIN 
S = SPACP4G BETWEEN C . L . OF CALHES C MAIN 
TC=TEMaERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF CONDUCTOR C MAIN 
TE=TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF EARTH C MAIN 
TEF=TE^P£?ATURE OF AM3IENT EARTH C MAIN 
T I = T£*!PEPATURE DISTRIBUTION OF MAIN 
INSIDE INSULATOR C MAIN 
TO=T£MO£Rf lTURE DISTRIBUTION OF MAIN 
OUTSIDE INSULATOR C MAIN 
TOFF=TIME CIRCUIT IS OPEN SEC MAIN 
TOM=TIME CIRCUIT I S FAULTED SEC MAIN 
TS = TEMP.£RATURE DISTRIBUTION OF, SHIELO C MAIN 
VOLT=LIrJE TO NEUTRAL VOLTAGE VOLT MAIN 
MAIN 
MAIN PROGRAM BEGINS HERE MAIN 
MAIN 
DIMENSION T E X 5 0 ) t T O I 5 C I , TS( 50;) , T I <35 0);,TG;t 50) , A 1 1 2 5 ) , MAIN 
23 (1251 , C ( 1 2 5 ) , 0<125> , T «1 2 5V, TAS «5 ) , " ,r- MAIN 
3 T M E T A C ( I 2 5 ) , T H E T A I 112 51 ,TMETAS1125 ) ,THETAOt125 ) ,THETAE(12 5) , MAIN 
l » ? : E < 5 G > , S O O < 5 0 ) , R S S ( 5 0 > * a i I ( 5 0 > , R C C ( 5 C ) , X < W ) , Y < t » 7 ) M A I N 
REAL K C , K I , K S , K 3 , K F . , y i „ I S , I S A , T S B , I S C , KA* KEQU V, LAY , I A S , IN ,KEE t. - MAIN 
1L0ADF,L0SSF MAIN 
COMMON / C 3 L G E 0 / R C , R I , R S , R 0 , S , I S H L D , IARNCE,NC,01ACW,DIASW,NSW, MAIN 
1 IC3L,DEPTH,PAREA, OVRLAP,LAY/ MAIN 
2ELECP=>3/SPCAP, I I , FAULTI ' , VOLT,PF MAIN 
3 , T0N1,T0N2,T0 'N?, T 0 F F 1 , T 0 F F 2 / MAIN 
1 T H R M P R P / K C K I , <0 , KS, K A , RHOC ,RHO I * RHOS ,RHQO, CPC , C P I , C P S , CPO/ MAIN 
3£PTHPRo/KE,CPE,RH0E,TEF, f?E,TCCN0,TSHLDeX,V/ MAIN 
' •HITSO= , /FOC,FOS,FOO,FOE,FOT,HSC, HSI ,HSS,HSO,HSE,THETAC,THETAI , MM IN 
5THETAS,THETA0, THE T AE . ORC , OR I , D<«S, 0R0„ ORE , REE, ROO, RSS , R I I , RCC MAIN 
EXTERNAL RESCONO, RESSHLD , SKINEFF, D IELOS, DT.NF, YINT , FCN,DDX ,D20X2 , MAIN 
1HTS0RCE MAIN 
NAMELIST /CBLGEO/RC,P I ,RS,RO,S , ISHLD, IARNGE,NC,DIACW,DIASW,NSW, MAIN 
1 IC?L ,D£3TH,PAREA,OVRLAP,LAY , ICNTRL / MAIN 
lTHRrtPRP/KC,KI,KO,KS,KA<,PHOC»RHOI,RHOS,RHOO,RHOA , MAIN 
?OPA,CPC,CPI ,CPS,CPO/ j " MAIN 
2 E L E C P R ° / S P C A P , I I . VOLT , PF,LO ADF, MAIN 
1FAULT I ,T0N1 ,TON2 ,T0N3 ,TOFF 1»T0FF2 / MAIN 
3ERTHPR° /KE,C°E,RH0E,TEF '' MAIN 
READ <5,CBLGE0) * MAIN 
WRITE (n,CQLGEO) MAIN 
READ (5,THRMPPP) MAIN 
WRITE (6,THRMPRP) ~ ~ MAIN 
READ <5,ELECPRPI MAIN 
WPITF (S.ELECPRP) MAIN 
READ (5,ERTHPRP> MAIN 
W?ITE (S,ERTHPR») MAIN 
READ ( 5 , 1 3 ) ( X ( I ) , I = 1 , < » 7 ) MAIN 
READ ( 5 , 1 3 ) ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 4 7 1 ' " MAIN 
MAIN 
1 ^ ' <IC1L . E Q . 1) GO TO 60 MAIN 
RFSC='2.S 8 5 6 - 0 6 MAIN 
=?HQCC= (RH0C»NC*(DIACW/2„ CI * * 2 + RH0 A* tRC**2-NC , , L ( D I A C W / 2 . 0) * * ' 211 MAIN 
1 / P C * * 2 MAIN 
CPC=(RHOC»CPC»NC» ( D I A C W / 2 . 0 ) » * 2 * - R H O A * C P A M R C * * 2 - N C M v- MAIN 
i n i A C W / 2 . 0 ) * * 2 ) ) / ( R C * 2 * R H 0 C C » MAIN 
GO TO 61 MAIN 
R E S C - 1 . 7 5 8 E - 0 6 MAIN 
RHOCC=<RHOS»NC*(OTACW/2.0)»»2*RHOAMRC* V 2»NC*(DIACW/2.0 I »*21 1 MAIN 
1 /RC**2 MAIN 
r 
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CPC=CR40S*CPS*NC» ( DIACW/2 . 0 I * »2«-RHQ A*CPA" ( R C » * 2 - N C M MAIN 
1 1 1 A C W / 2 . 0 ) * * 2 ) ) / ( R C * * 2 » R H 0 C C l MAIM 
•61 R E S S = 1 . 7 5 8 E - 0 6 MAIN 
RHOC=RHOCC MAIN 
0 0 20 0 0 N = l , 6 MAIN 
GO TO ( 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 2 , 1 0 0 3 , 1 0 0 « t , 1 0 0 5 , 1 0 0 6 1 N MAIN 




GO TO 1 1 1 1 . ,- * MAIN 
10 0 2 II=FAULTI MAIN 
IM=FAULTI MAIN 
rS=FAULTI MAIN 
R H 0 S = 8 . 9 6 MAIN 
C P S = 0 . 5 3 0 9 MAIN 
TON=TONl MAIN 
TCONO=100.0 MAIN 
TSHLD=75 .0 MAIN 
GO TO 1 1 1 2 MAIN 
1 0 0 3 1 1 = 0 . MAIN 
I M = 0 . MAIN 
1 5 = 0 . MAIN 
OLOSS=3. MAIN 
CALL <£QUV tKS,KA,RI ,RS,OIASW,NSW,PAREA,RHQS,RHOA,CPS,CPA) MAIN 
TON=TOFFl MAIN 
TCOMD=125.0 MAIN 
T'S-HLD=19 0 . B MAIN 
GO TO 1 1 1 2 MAIN 
100<» I I = FAULTI MAIN 
IM=FAULTI MAIN 
IS=FAULTI MAIN 
0 L 0 S S = 3 I E L 0 S (VOLT,SPCAP,PF*RCtRI i MAIN 
R H 0 S = 8 . 9 6 MAIN 




GO TO 1 1 1 2 MAIN 
1G05 1 1 = 0 . MAIN 
I M = 0 . MAIN 
I S = 0 . '• MAIN 
DLOSS=0. . MAIN 
CALL KEiUV (KS,KA,RI,RS,QIASW,NSW„PAREA,RHOS,RHOA,CPS,CPA> MAIN 
TON=TOFF2 MAIN 
TCOND=175.0 MAIN 
TSHLO=150 .a " ' MAIN 
GO TO 1 1 1 2 MAIN 
1C06 I I=FAULTI MAIN 
IM=FAULTI MAIN 
IS=FAULTI MAIN 
DLOSS=OIELOS <VOLT,SPCAP,PF,RC,RII MAIN 
" H 0 S = 8 . 9 6 "" MA.IN 
C P S = 0 . 3 8 C 9 MAIN 
T0N=T0N3 MAIN 
TCONO=2J0.0 MAIN 
T S H L D = 1 7 5 . 0 MAIN 
GO TO 1 1 1 2 MAIN 
1 1 1 1 TOUT=U3.0 " " MAIN 
OLOSS=OIELOS 1 V 0 L T , S P C A P , P F , R C , R I D MAIN 
I F (ISHLO . G T . 1JGO TO 1 1 MAIN 
GO TO 1 0 9 9 , MAIN 
11 CALL KE3UV <KS,KA,RI,RS,01ASW,NSW,PAREA^RHOS,RHOA ,CPS,CPA) MAIN 
1 0 9 9 RCONO=RESCOND CTC0N3,NC,01ACW,ICBLJ MAIN 
»SHL0=9ESSHL0 (ISHL.D , NSW , DT ASW , TSH L0» RI , PS, OVRL AP , LAY) MAIN 
SKEFF=SKINEFF (RCONDI MAIN 
CALL CURSHLD IRCOND.RSHLD, I SA-,ISB , I S C , QSA» QSB, QSC) MAIN 
O INF IU = D'INF US3,T0UT,RC0ND,RSHL0> MAIN 
R E = 3 I U F I N / 2 . 0 MAIN 
MAIN 
TO CALCULATE HEAT SOURCE AND FOURIER NUMBER , MAIN 
MAIN 
GO TO C i i l 3 t l l l V l l l ' » » l l l * » ' » l l l t » » i l l ' » V " N MAIN 
CALL CU^SHLD IRCONO,RSHLO, ISA, IS3 . ISC,QSA,QSB,QSC) MAIN 
I A S C 1 ) = I S A MAIN 
I A S ( 2 ) = I S 3 MAIN 
T A S ( 3 ) = I S C MAIN 
GO TO 1115 MAIN 
I A S ( 1 ) = I S MAIN 
I A 5 ( 2 ) = I S MAIN 
I A S ( 3 ) - I S MAIN 
DO l o l M=2,2 MAIN 
KEE=EFFKE 1DINFIN,QSA,QSB,QSC,N,L0ADF1> MAIN 
I S = I A S M > MAIN 
CALL HTSORCE < I S , I M,irON,P CONO, RSHLD , SKEF-F » DLOSS.HSC , H S I , MAIN 
1 H S S , F 0 C , F 0 I , F 0 S , F 0 0 „ F 0 E H MAIN 
MAIN 
CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS USED I N STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE MAIN 
DISTRIBUTION MAIN 
MAIN 
C 7 = ( H S I » R C / ( 2 . * R I ) - H S C * K C / { 2 . » K I J I »RC/R I MAIN 
C5 = - < H S S » K S » R I / ( 2 . * R S ) * K I * C 7 - K I » H S I / 2 . I » R I / I R S » K S ) MAIN 
C 3 = ( C 5 - H S S / 2 . » » K S * R S / ( K 0 * R 0 1 MAIN 
C1=C3*<0*R0MKEE»RE1 MAIN 
C*» = C l *ALCG(RO/REI ' ' MAIN 
C6 = C3*ALOG(RS/R0) •C^ + H S S / ' * . MAIN 
C8 = H S I / t f . * C 6 < - C 5 * A L 0 G ( R I / R S J - C H S S / " ^ . J * < R I ^ R S J » » 2 MAIN 
C l U = H S C / < + . + C 8 * C 7 » A L 0 G < R C / R I I - ( H S I / i V . ) M R C / R I I » » 2 MAIN 
WRITE 1S,20U» C l , C 3 , C i * , C 5 , C 6 , C 7 , C 8 , C l t ) MAIN 
MAIN 
CALCULATE STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION MAIN 
MAIN 
R E E ( l ) = R O • MAIN 
ROOCl lsRS MAIN 
R S S ( 1 I = R I MAIN 
R I K D - R C * MAIN 
R C C ( 1 ) = 0 . . MAIN 
D 3 E = ( R £ - * 0 1 / 2 W . MAIN 
PR0=(R0-RS1/2W' . ' MAIN 
DRS=(RS-R I !A2 I» . MAIN 
O P I = C R I - R C i / 2 i » , " ' MAIN 
DRC=RC/2<*. MAIN 
DO 10 0 1 = 1 , 2 5 MAIN 
T H t T A E ( I ) = C l » A L O G « R E E ( I ) / R E I MAIN 
TECI)=THETAE' I IV*TtF*TTEF ~ MAIN 
REE(H-1>=REE1I>«-DRE MAIN 
THETA0(I)=CU + C3*AL0GSR00<H / P O l " " '""." ~" ' MAIN 
T O ( I ) = T H E T A O ( I ) » T E P * T E F MAIN 
P O O ( I * l ) s R O O : I I ) > O R O MAIN 
THETAS( I )=C5 + C 5 * A L C G < : R S S ( I I / P S ) - H S S * C P S S f I 3 t / R S l * » 2 / i » . MAIN 
T S ( I ) = T H F T A S ( I ) * T E F * T E F MAIN 
RSS( I« -1 )=RSS( I>+DPS MAIN 
T H E T A I ( I ) - C . 3 + C 7 * A L 0 G ( R I I ( I ) / R I ) - H S I * ( R I H I l / R I ) » * 2 / % . MAIN 
TI II)=THETAI (I)*TEF«-TEF MAIN 
P I H I * l > = o i i m * D R I MAIN 
T H E T A C m = C 1 0 - H S C * ( R C C ( I ) / R C I * * 2 / < » . . MAIN 
T C ( I ) = THETACCI)*TEF#-TEF MAIN 
R C G U t l l - f t C C f l l t ' D R C MAIN 
YC = 2 .a /3RC+1 .0 / 'RC 
Y I = 2 . 0 / 3 R I * - 1 . 0 / R I 
YS = 2.G/DRS«-1.C/RS 
YO = 2.0/ ,ORO«-1.C/RO 
Y E = 2 . " / D R E f l . C / R E 
A 1 2 5 ) = - 2 . 0 * < C * Y I / O R C * » 2 
3 ( 2 5 ) = - ? . C * K I * Y C / n P I * * 2 
A ( U 9 ) = - 2 . G * K I * Y S / D R I * * 2 
C U 9 ) = - 2 . 0 » K S » Y I / D R S " Z 
A ( 7 3 ) = - 2 . Q » K S * Y 0 / D R S * * 2 
C ( 7 3 ) = - 2 . C » K 0 » Y S / n » 0 ' * * 2 
A ( 9 7 ) = - ? , U » K 0 * V E / D R 0 * » 2 
C ( 9 7 ) = - 2 . 0 * K E * Y 3 / D R E * » 2 
I F (N .GT„ 2 ) G3 TO 1 0 3 2 
TXXX=TC(12> 
TXXY=TS(12> 
0 0 21 1 = 1 , 2 5 
2 1 T ( I ) = T C ( I 1 
3 0 22 1=26,<*9 
K = I - 2 4 
22 T ( I ) = T I ( K 1 
3 0 23 1 = 5 0 , 7 3 
< = I - U 3 
23 T ( I ) = T S ( K I 
0 0 Zh 1 = 7 4 , 9 7 
< = W 2 
2V T ( I t = T O I K I 
30 25 1=93 ,121 
K = I - 9 6 " "•* 
25 r ( i ) = re<Ki 
1C32 =?CONP = ?.ESCONO I T X X X , N C , D I 
RSHLD=RESSHLO ( I3HLD,NSW, 
CALL HTSORCE ( I S , I M , TON, R 
H S C , H S I , H S S , F O C , F O I , F O S , F 
3 I = ( 2 5 . 0 » K C * Y T / ( F C C » R C * * C 
3 S = 2 5 . 0 * K I * Y S / ( F O I * R I * R I ) 
30 = 2 5 . 0*KS*YO/-(FOS»RS»P5) 
3 ^ = 2 5 . 3 » K 0 * Y E / < p 0 0 * = > 0 * R O ) 
3 ( 2 5 ) = ( 2 . 3 * K C / B D C » * 2 + 2 5 . 0 
K 2 . J * < I / D R I * * 2 f 2 5 . 0 * K I / ( F 
3( fc9) = l 2 . f ) » K I / D R I * » 2 * 2 5 . 0 
1 < 2 . j * < S / D R S * * 2 » 2 5 . C * K S / ( F 
3 ( 7 3 ) = ( 2 . 0 » < S / n R S * * 2 + 2 5 . 2 
l ( ? . G * < 0 / D P 0 * * 2 + 2 5 . a * < 0 / ( F 
3 ( 9 7) = ( 2 . 0 * K O / D R O * * 2 « - 2 5 . C 
1 ( 2 . 0 * K E / D R E * * 2 + 2 5 . C * < E / ( F 
C C = ( H S C * < C * Y I / R C * » 2 + H S I " K 









1 • 2 5 . 3 * K I » Y C / ( F 0 I » ' R I » I ? I ) 1 -




C I * R I * P I ) 1 » Y C 
• < I / C P 0 I * R I * R I 1 1 » r S * -
OS»-RS*RS) l *YI 
» < S / l F O S * R S » R S ) l » T O * 
0 3 * P 0 * P 0 ) J * Y S 
* K 0 / T F 0 0 * R 0 » R 0 1 l * f E * 
OE*PE*REH1»Y0 
I * Y C / R I * * 2 1 * T E F ' . . ' ' ' 
S*YI /RS»*2»*1TEF 
AC i i - a . a 
3 ( 1 1 = 1 . 0 
C ( 1 » = 0 . 0 
3 ( 1 ) = T < 2 ) 
A ( 1 2 1 ) = 0 . D 
<M 1 2 1 ) = 1 . 0 
C 1 1 2 1 1 = 3 . 0 
3 < 1 2 1 ) = 2 5 . 0 

































































10S CONTINUE MAIN 
IF (N .GT. 1) GO TO 16 MAIN 
IF CA3S(TC-0Nb-Tt;C 12) » .GE. 5.01 GO TO l«i MAIN 
IF (AlS(TSrtLD-TS( 12) ) .GE. 5.01 GO TO 1«» MAIN 
GO TO 16 -• • MAIN 
1<* TC0ND=TCC12.) MAIN 
T S H L O = T G C 1 2 ) MAIN 
T O U T = T O ( 2 5 ) MAIN 
GO TO 1 0 9 9 MAIN 
1 6 W P I T F ( 6 , 1 0 2 ) M . MAIN 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 3 1 - - - - - - - - .... . M f l I N 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 « O MAIN 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 5 ) - MAIN 
DO 1 0 1 J = l , 2 5 MAIN 
I = 2 6 - J MAIN 
1 0 1 WRITE ( 6 , 2 0 2 ) REE ( I ) , TE ( I ) , ROO (15 , T O ( I ) • RSS ( I ) » T S ( I ) , MAIN 
1 R I K I ) J i l l ) , R C C ( I ) , T C ( I ) MAIN 
I F ( I C N T R L . E Q . 1 ) GO TO 9 9 9 9 MAIN 
I F IN . E Q . 1 ) GO TO 20CC MAIN 
MA I N 
I N P U T AMD OUTPUT FORMAT MAIN 
MAIN 
13 FORMAT ( 1 0 r 6 . 2 / U F 6 . 2 / 1 3 F 6 . 2 / 1 0 F 6 . 2 / 7 F 6 . 2 1 " ' MAIN 
20«* FORMAT ( 8 X , * C 1 = * E l 6 . 5 / 8 X , * C 3 = * E 1 6 . 5 / B X , *C* = * E 1 6 . 5 MAIN 
1 / 8 X , * C 5 = • £ 1 6 . 5 / flX,*C6' = * E 1 6 . 5 / 8 X , * C 7 = * E 1 6 . 5 / 8 X MAIN 
2 , * C * = * E l 6 . 5 / W , * C 1 0 = * E i o . 5 / l ' MAIN 
MAIN 
CALCULATE T R A N S I E NT TEMPERATLIRE D I S T R I B U T I O N MAIN 
MAIN 
1 1 2 OTA'J=G . 0 U * T O N MAIN 
M = 1 2 5 MAIN 
T P = 3 . 0 MAIM 
I N 3 = 0 MAIN 
< E = K E E MAIN 
3 0 2 1 = 2 , 2 « » MAIN 
A< I ) = ( ( 1 . 0 / ( 2 . 3 M I - 1 ) » D R C » D - R C 1 I - ( 1 . 3 / C D R C ? D R C ) ) I * D T A U » K C / MAIN 
l ( R H O C C * C P C ) MAIN 
3 i l i - i ( 2 . Q / ( O R C * O P C ) I I * ( R H O C C » C P C / ( O T A U * K [ ; ) ) ) * D T A U * K C / ( R H O C C * C P C l MAIN 
2 C ( H = ( ( - 1 . 0 / t 2 . 3 * C I - 1 I » D R C » D R C ) ) - ( 1 . Q / C D R C » D R C ) > ) * D T A U * K C / MAIN 
l ( R H O C C * C P C ) MAIN 
TiO 3 1 = 26 , t»B MAIN 
A ( I ) = ( ( 1 . 0 / ( 2 . 0 M I - i ) * D R I * D R i n - ( i . 0 / ( O R I » D R I ) ) 1 * D T A U * K I / • . MAIN 
l ( = » H O I * C P I ) . . MAIN 
3 ( I ) = ( ( 2 . 0 / ( O P I * D R I ) J * ( R H O I » n * » I / C O T A . U » K I ) I ) * O T A U * K I / ( R H O I » C P I I MAIN 
3 C ( I ) = ( ( - 1 . 3 / ( 2 . 0 * ( I - l ) » D R I » D P I I ) - f 1 . 0 / C D R I ' D R I ) ) 1 » D T A U * K I / MAIN 
l ( R H O I * C P I I MAIN 
150 V 1=5 0 , 7 2 MAIN 
A ( I ) = ( l l . 0 / ( 2 . 0 M I - l > * O R S * D R S ) ) - C 1 . 0 / ( D R S * O R S ) ) > * D T A U * K S / MAIN 
l ( R H O S * C P S > MAIN 
3 < I ) = ( ( 2 . 0 / ( D P S * D P S ) H-<tRHOS*C*>S/f DTAU»KSI ) » * C TAU* K S / (RHOS*CPS I MAIN 
U C ( I ) = ( ( - 1 . 3 / ( 2 . 0 M I - l l » D R S » O R S ) ) - l 1 . 0 / ( D P S * D P S ) ) ) * D T A U * K S / MAIN 
l ( R H O S * C 3 S ) MAIN 
0 0 5 1 = 7 ^ , 9 6 MAIN 
A ( I » = ( ( 1 . 0 / ( 2 . 0 M I - 1 ) » O R 0 * 3 R 0 ) ) - « l . 0 / ( D R O * O R O ) ) l * D T A U * K O / MA"IN 
1 ( R M 0 0 * C P 0 I MAIN 
•1 M ) = ( (2 . Q / ( D R O * D R O ) ) + < [PHOO*r ,PO/ (DTAU*KO) ) 1 » D T A U * K O / (RHOO*CP01 MAIN 
5 Z l l ) = ( ( - 1 . 0 / ( 2 . 0 * ( I - 1 ) * D R O * D P O ) ) - < 1 . 0 / ( D R O * D P O ) ) 1 * D T A U * K O / MAIN 
l ( ^ H O O * C P 0 1 MAIN 
OO 6 1 = 9 8 , 1 2 1 3 . ~ • MAIN 
A ( I ) = ( ( 1 . 0 / ( 2 . 0 M I - 1 ) * D P E * Q R E ) ) - ( 1 . 3 / ( D R E * D R E ) ) I * D T A U * K E / MAIN 
l ( R H O E * C ° E ) MAIN 
R(I)=( (2.0/(DRE*DRE) 1 • ( cHOE*CP£/( DTAU'KE) 11 »OTAU* KE/(RHOE*CPE 1 MAIN 
6 C(I)=((-1.0/(2.0*(I-ll*DRE*DPE)V-tl.Q/«DPE»OFE>)>*DTAU*KE/ MAIN 
l(RHOE*C°E» MAIN 
95 
1 0 1 1 D ( I ) = T ( I ) + H S C * K C * D T A U * T E F / ( R C V * 2 * R H 0 C , » C P C 1 
n ( 2 5 ) = ! ) I * T ( 2 5 ) +CC 
DO 1 0 1 2 1 = 25 ,1+9 
1 C 1 2 H ( I ) = T ( I ) « - H S I » K I * O F A U * T E F / l R I * * 2 , , v R H 0 I * C P I I 
D e » 9 ) = 0 S ' » T U 9 > • C I 
0 0 1 0 1 3 . 1 = 5 0 , 7 2 
1 0 1 3 D ( I ) = T « i ) + H S S * K S * O T A U » T £ P / ( RS**24« lRHOS' | lCPS ! 
D ( 7 3 > = Q O * T ( 7 3 ) + C S 
1 0 1 0 1 V I = 7 V , 9 6 
1 0 1 V T) ( I ) = T ( I ) 
0 ( 9 7 ) = D E * T ( 9 7 ) 
0 0 1C15 1 = 9 8 , 1 . 2 0 
1 0 1 5 D ( I I = T ( I ) 
C A L L T R I D A G ( 1 , 1 2 1 V A , B , C , D , T ) 
T ( 1 ) = T C 2 ) 
I F ( T P - T O N I 10 2 5 , 1 0 2 6 , 1 0 2 6 
1 0 2 6 T P = T 0 N 
I N O = l 
10 2 5 T X X X = M 1 2 ) 
T X X Y = T ( 6 2 ) 
1 G 2 9 W P I T E ( 6 , 1 1 0 V ) TP 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 V ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 5 ) 
D O ' l O V Q J = l , 2 5 
I = 2 b - J 
1 0 V 0 W R I T E ( 5 , 2 0 2 ) REE ( I D , T f I * 9 6 ) , ROOt I ) , T « I + 7 21 , R S S ( I ) , 
I T ( I + V * ) f R I I ( I ) , T ( I + 2 V ) , R C C ( I > t T ( I ) 
I F U N O ) 7 , 7 , 2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 CONTINUE 
; I N ° U T AND OUTPUT FORMAT 
1 0 2 FORMAT ( 1 H I , / 6 O X , * C A B 1 _ E * , 3 X , I 21 
1 0 3 FORMAT ( / 1 5 X , * S T E A O V STATE TEMPERATURE D I S T R I B U T I O N t D E G . C) 
I A S A F U N C T I O N OF R A D I A L P O S I T I O N (CM) * D 
10V FORMAT 1 / 8 X , * E A ! : ' T H * „ 1 / + X , * J A C K E T » , l « f t X , » S H I E L O * 
1 , 13 X , * I N S U L A TO R * , 1 OX, *CON DUCT 0 = ? * / ) 
1 C 5 FORMAT ( V X , * P A D I U S * „ t f X , ' l T E M P * , 6 X , , « ' R A D I U S , 1 , « » 4 X , * T E M P * , 
1 5 X , * R A D I U S * , < * X , * T E M P * , 6 X , + RADIUS ' ' 1 , V X , + T E M P * , 6 X , *R A D I US* , V X , 
2 * T E M P * / » 
2 0 2 F O R M A T I I O F I Q . 5 1 
1 1 0 0 FORMAT ( 3 X , * W P 0 N G * ) 
1 1 0 1 FORMAT (8X ,»WRONG A G A I N * ) 
11GV FORMAT ( / 5 X , * * * * » LOCAL TEMPERATURE DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
1 T I M E I S * , E 9 . 3 , » SEC » » » • • / ) 
9 9 9 9 STOP ' 
END 
S U B R O U T I N E C U P S H L D ( R C O N D , R S H L D , I S A , I S B , I S C » Q S A , Q S B , Q S C ) 
; TO CALCULATE INDUCED CURRENT SHEATH I N AMPS 
COMMON / C 8 L G E O / R C , R I , R S , R O , S , I S H L 1 3 , I A R N ; G E „ N C s D i A C W , D I A S W , N S W , 
1 I C 3 L V nE*>TH, P AREA, O V R l A » „ L A V / 
2 E L E C P R P / S P C A P , I I , F A U L T I , V O L T , P F , 
3 T O N 1 , T O N 2 , T O N 3 , T O F F 1 , T O F F 2 / 
1 T H R - 1 P R P / K C K I , K O , K S , K A , R H C C , R H O I , R H O S » R H C O , C P C , C P I , C P S , C P O 
R E A L K C , K I . K S . K O , I I , I S A , I S 9 , 1 S C , K A , L A V 
P R S 3 = 3 0 V f l 0 . 0 * R S H L T ) • • • . • • . 
X M = G . 0 5 2 9 2 * A L O G 1 0 ( S / ( ( R S * P I ) / 2 . ) l 
A = 0 . 0 1 5 3 3 3 3 
B=0.C3699617 



































































GO TO 33 0 CURSHLO 
33«t ISA=(XM**2MRRSS**2»-XM**2>} **0.5»II CURSHLO 
ISB-ISA CURSHLO 
ISC=ISA CURSHLD 
GO TO 33C CURSHLO 
335 Y=XM+A/2. CURSHLO 
Z=XH-A/6. CURSHLO 
GO TO 331 CURSHLO 
336 Y = XM»-A CURSHLO 
Z=XM-A/3. CURSHLO 
GO TO 331. CURSHLO 
337 Y=XM+A+3/2. CURSHLD 
Z=XM+A/3.-B/6. CURSHLO 
GO TO 331 CURSHLO 
338 Y=XM+A-3/2. CURSHLO 
Z=XM+A/3.-B/6. CURSHLO 
331 P=R«SS^Y CURSHLO 
Q=RRSS/Z CURSHLO 
ISA=( ( (P» + 2«-3.*0**2) *2**SQRT(3.tMP-Q )+<*„. t / Ik .* (P»*2*l. ) * CURSHLO 
1(Q»*2+1.>>>**0.5»II CURSHLO 
IS"3=(l/(J»»2*l.))»»0.5*ir CURSHLO 
ISC-( ( C'P*»?+3..»Q»»21 ••2„*SCRT(3.)MP-Q) + t*„ ) / (<•* (P** 2+-1. 1 • CURSHLD 
i(0»*2+l.))»*»0.5"II CURSHLO 
33C QSA=1. ]«-( ISAfIT>**2*RSHLD/RCON0l - CURSHLO 
QS3-=1.0*'CIS3/III*»2»RSHLO/RCON3 CURSHLO 
DSC-i.0+(ISC/III**2»RSHLO/RCOND CURSHLD 
WRITE (6,332) ISA,]SR,ISC,0SA,OSB,QSC CURSHLD 
332 FORMAT 18X,*ISA =*Elfl . 7/BX , *IST =*E1'1.7/8X, *ISC =»E18.7 CURSHLO 
1/8X,*QSA =*E18.7/8X,*QS8 = *E18.7/8X,»QSC =»E18.71 CURSHLO 
RETURN ' CURSHLO 
END CURSHLO 
FUNCTION OINF CIS«TOUT•RCONO,RSHLO» OINF 
C OINF 
C TO CALCULATE THE- DIAMETER Qc EARTH WHERE TEMPERATURE IS TEF IN CM OINF 
C DINF 
COMMON/CRLGEO/RC,PI ,3S,RO,S, ISHLQtIARNGE,NC,DIACW,DIASW,NSW, OINF 
2 ICBL,JEPTH,PAREA,OVRLAP,LAV/ OINF 
l E L E C P : * P / S P C A P , I I , F A U L T I , V 0 L T „ P F , T 0 N l , T O N 2 , T a N 3 « T O F F l t . DINF 
2 T O F F 2 / OINF 
2THRMPRP/KC,KI ,K0,KS,KA,PH0C,RHOI ,RH0S, ,RHO0. ,CPC,CPI ,CPS,CP0/ ". OINF 
3ERTHPRfVKEtCPE,RH0E,TEF,RE, TCONOtTSHLD»X,Y • . . OINF 
DIMENSION X U 7 ) f Y f < » 7 ) % OINF 
REAL I I . I S t K E , K S , K I , K C , L A V t K O , K A * DINF 
O I N F = 1 2 . 5 ,. DINF 
RETURN OINF — 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 " .'••••" ' O I N F 
QGEN=I I * *2*RC0NO«- IS**2*RSHLO OINF 
O I N F = 2 . 3 * P O * E X P ( ( 2 . D * P I * K E * C T O U T - T E F I ) / Q G E N I OINF 
WRITE ( 9 , 3 8 0 ) OINF DINF 
380 FORMAT < 8 X t * D I N F = » E 1 9 . 7 I DINF 
RETURN DINF 
END •- ' OINF 
FUNCTION DIELOS fVOLT f SPCAP,PF ,RG, R I1 DlELOS 
C DIELOS 
C TO CALCULATE LOSSES IN DIELECTRIC IN WATT/CM OIELOS 
C - " • ' . OIELOS 
OIELOS=i.055E-ll*VOLT**2*SPCAP»PF/«ALO510lRI/RC)) DIELOS 
WRITE (5>,343) OIELOS " 7 ' " " : OIELOS 
3V3 FORMAT 18X,*DIEL0S=«1E16 .7» DIELOS 
RETURN DIELOS 
END DIELOS 
FUNCTION EFFKE CD I N F I N« QSA , QSB, QSC « M,ILOADF» EFFKE 
C EFFKE 
C 'VALUATION OF EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FO S O I L . EFFKE 
C ACTUAL < OF SOIL I S MOOIFIED TO ACLOUNT FOR EFFKE 
C MUTUAL HEATING BETWEEN ADJACENT CABLES WATTS/CM DEG C EFFKE 
C EFFKE 
C O H ^ C N / C Q L G E O / R C ^ I ^ R S . R C S T I S H L D , IAPNGE,NC,DIACW,OIASW,NSW, EFFKE 
2 ICBL,3EPTH,PAREA,OVRLAP,LAY/ FFFKE 
1 F L E C P 3 C V S P C A P , I I , F A U L T I , V O L T , P F , T O N l , T 0 N 2 , T 0 N 3 , T O F F 1 , T O F F 2 / EFFKE 
2THRMPRP/KC.K I .K0 ,KS,KA,kHOC,RHa l ,RHOS,Rr iC .0 .CPC,CPI ,CPS,CPO/ EFFKE 
3E5TH?RP/KE,CP[ ,RHOE.TEF,R'E,TCONO,TSHLD,X,V FFFKE 
0IM£NSI3M X ( ( » 7 ! , y (U7) EFFKE 
REAL K E , I I , K A , K O , L A Y , K C , K I » K S , L O A D F , L O S S F - EFFKE 
TW.ORO=2.C»RO EFFKE 
LOS'SF=0.3»LOADF+0.7*LOADF»*2 EFFKE 
RX1=AL03(21 .C8/TWOPOI /KE EFFKE 
RX2 = LOSSF*ALOGU. 0 *0EPTH/21 . 081/KE EFFKE 
GO TO C361 , 3 6 2 . 3 6 3 f 3 6 « t , 3 6 5 * 3 . 6 6 ) IARNGE EFFKE 
3 6 1 R 2 1 = L O S S F * A L O G ( S Q R T ( S * * 2 + ( 2 o O * D E P T H ) » * 2 l / S ) / K E EFFKE 
R12=R21 EFFKE 
I F (M-21 3 6 1 1 , 3 6 1 2 , 3 6 1 2 EFFKE 
3611 RCA = Q5AMRX1 + RX2H-QSB»R12 EFFKE 
GO TO 37 0 EFFKE 
3612 RCA = QSA*R21 + QS3MRX1 + RX2> EFFKE 
GO TO 370 EFFKE 




R2 3=LOS3F»ALOG(SQRT(S**2M2.0*OEPTH«-0.866 , | 1 S1* , | 1 2>/S1/KE EFFKE 
R3 2=R2 3 EFFKE 
I F (M-?) 3 6 2 1 , 3 6 2 2 , 3 6 2 3 EFFKE 
3 6 2 1 PCA=QSAMRXH-RX2> «-QS3»Rl 2»QSC*R13 ' EFFKE 
GO TO 370 EFFKE 
3622 RCA = QSA*R21«-QS'3*f RX1 + RX2)+-3SC*'R23 EFFKE 
GO TO 37 0 EFFKE 
3623 RCA = QSa*R31*QSB»R32*QSCMRXl*RX21 EFFKE 
GO TO 37 0 EFFKE 
363 R12 = LOSSF»ALOG((2 . ! ] *DEPTH*S) /S l l /KE '• EFFKE 
?13=LOSSF»ALOG(SQ 'RT( t2 .0 *DEPTH« 'SJ»»2*S»*2 ) /S l /KE EFFKE 
R21=R12 . EFFKE 
R23=L0SSF»AL0G(SQRT(12oC*DEPTHi-2. 0 » S ) » * 2 4 S * * 2 ) / S I / K E EFFKE 
R31=R13 EFFKE 
R3?=R23 * . ' EFFKE 
I F (M-2) 3 6 3 1 , 3 6 3 2 , 3 6 3 3 v EFFKE 
3 6 3 1 RCA=QSA*(RX1+RX21+QSB*R12«QSC*R13 EFFKE 
GC TO 370 EFFKE 
3632 RCA = QSA*R21*QS3»(RX1*R)(2I»«-QSC*R23 EFFKE 
GO TO 370 -•- • EFFKE 
3633 ?CA=QSA*R31»-QSB*R32*QSC*<RXH-PX2J EFFKE 
GO TO 37 0 EFFKE 
36if R12 = L 0 S S F * A L 0 G ( S 3 R T ( « 2 » C v n E P T H ) * * 2 < - S * * 2 J / S I / K E EFFKE 
R i 3 = L O S S F » A L O G ( S Q R T ( l [ 2 f f l O » C E P T H > » * 2 * ( 2 . 0 '
t S ) * * 2 l / ( 2 o O * S 1 l / K E EFFKE 
R21=R12 EFFKE 
R23=R12 ••- EFFKE 
R31=R13 EFFKE 
R32=R12 EFFKE 
I F <M-2'l 36* f l ,36<*2,36<*3 EFFKE 
36<»1 RCA=QSAMRXi>RX2H-QSB*R12*0SC vR13 EFFKE 
GO TO 370 EFFKE 
36V2 RCA=aSA»R21«-aSPMRXHRX2)*QSC*R23 - " . ' ; EFFKE 
GO TO 370 EFFKE 
36^3 RCA = QSA*R3H-OSB»R32«-QSC» (RX1 + RX21 EFFKE 
GO TO 370 EFFKE 
365 R12=LOSSF»ALOG(SQRTC(2 .G»DEPTH*2 ,0 *S ] i * * l 2*S* *2 ) /S ) /KE EFFKE 
R13 = LOSSF*ALOG(SQRT(<2.0»OEPTH + 2 . 0 * S » * « l 2 * < [ 2 . C * S I * * 2 ) / ( 2 . 0 » S ) l / K E EFFKE 
9 
Rl i»=LO'5SF*(2 .0*nEPTHfS»/K 'E 
R15 = L0SSF*AL0G(SQRTI! ( 2 . 0 *0EPT Ht-2.0 
R16=L0SSF»AL0G(SQRT(<2.C»DEPTHf2.C 







R3i» = R16 
R35=R15 
R36=R1«* 
I F (M-2) 3 6 5 1 , 3 6 5 2 , 3 6 5 3 
3 6 5 1 RCA = QSA* (RX1 + RX2) +QSB*R12+QSC*R13«-
GO TO 370 
3652 P.CA = QSA*R21«-QS3MRX1*RX2) *QSC*R23* 
GO TO 370 
3653 RCA = QSA*R31*QS8*R32»-QSC* (RX1+RX2J * 
GO TO 37 0 
366 5 .12=L0SSF*AL0G(SQRT<l2.G*DEPTH4-2. 0 
R13 = LOSSF*ALOG(SQRTU2.u*OE<3 'THf2,.0 
R1<» = L0SSF*AL0G C S Q ° T ( ( 2 . 0 * D E P T H * S I • 












I F (M-2) 3 6 6 1 , 3 6 6 2 , 3 6 6 3 
3 6 6 1 RCA = DSA» CRX1+RX21 +QSR»R1 2 + Q S C R 1 3 * 
GO TO 37C 
3662 RCA = Q3A*R21frQS3»tPXl + RX2» *QSC*R23+ 
GO TO 370 
3663 RCA=QSA*R31«-QS'3*R32»QSC* (RX1 + RX21 • 
370 EFF<E=ALOG(DlNFlN/TWORO)/*CA 
* R I T f ( 5 , 3 7 1 ) EFFKE 
371 F'ORIAT (8X , •EFFKE = * E 1 6 . 7 I 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HT-SORCE ( I S * I M , TON ,RCON 
1 H S C , H S I . H S S , F 0 C , F 0 I , F 0 S , F 0 0 , F 0 E » 
• S J » » 2 * S » » 2 l / ( l - i » H » 2 » S ) >/KE 




» S > * » 2 + S * » 2 > / S ) / K E 
*S) * * 2 * ( 2 . C * S ) **Z)/tZ . 0 * S 1 1 fKE 
* 2 * ( 2 , G * S ) * » 2 ) / ( 2 . 2 3 6 » S ) ) / K E 
* 2 * S * * 2 ) / ( l . W l < f 2 * S ) ) ^ K E 
QSA*R16+QSB*R15*Q.SC»RU» 
QSA*R2 6 + QSB»R25«-QSC*R2«* 
QSA»R36*QSB*R35 + QSC»R3«» 
0,RSHLD,SKEFF,DLOSS, 
TO CALCULATE HEAT SOURCE AND FOURIER NUMBER FOR CONDUCTOR. 
INSULATOR,AND SHIELD BOTH ARE DIMFNSlONLESS 
DIMENSION X(<*71,Y(<*7) 
COMMON / C 8 L G E 0 / R C , R I . R S , R 0 , S , I S H L O » IAR.MGE ,NC, DI ACW ,DIASW, NSW, 
1 IC '1L ,0E°TH,PAREA, OV°LAP,LAY/ 
2 E L £ C P « J V S P C A P . I I , F A U L T I , V 0 L T , P F , 
3 T 0 N 1 * T 0 N 2 , T 0 N 3 . T 0 F F 1 , T 0 F F 2 / 
1THRMP* V K C K I , KO,KS,KA,KHCC,RHOI ,PHOS,RHQO,CPC,CPI ,CPS,CPO/ 
3ERTHPP3/KE.CPE,PHOE,TEF,RE,TCONO.TSHL.r) ,X,Y 
PEAL' I S t K C . K S t I I , K I . K O , K E , H w , LAY,KA 
I F ( I S H L D . G T . l ) GO TO 371 
370 H S S = I S * * 2 * R S H L D » R S » * 2 / ( 3 . H » : L 6 * ( R S * * 2 - R I * * 2 » * K S » T E F > 
GO TO 372 


































































372 HSC=IM**2*RCONn*PC**2*SKEFF/(3.1«*16*(OIACW/2.)*»2*NC»XC*TEF) HTSORCE 
HSI-nL0SS*RI**2/,(3.1i*16*(RI**2-RC**2H*<I*TEFli HTSORCE 
•FOC=KC*TON/lRHOC»CPC*RC»*21 HTSORCE 
F0E = KE*T0N/tRH0E*CPE'»RE»*2» HTSORCE 
FOI=KI»T0N/(PH0I»C'PI*RI»»21 ' HTSORCE 
F0O=KO»T0N/(RH00»CPO*R0*».2l HTSORCE 
• FnS=KS*T0N/(RH0S*CPS»RS»*2» HTSORCE 
WRITE <o,373»HSC,HSS,HSI,FOC,FOS,FOI,FQO,FOE HTSORCE 
371 FORMAT(5X,*HSC =• E 18 . 7/8 X , * HSS -=»E 13. 7/8X •••HS I =*E18.7/ HTSORCE 
28X,*FOC =*E18.7/8X,*F0S =*E18 . 7/8X,*FOI =*E18.7, HTSORCE 
3/8X,*F00 =»Eia.7/8X,»F0E =*E18.71 HTSORCE 
RETURN HTSORCE 
END , HTSORCE 
SUBROUTINE KEQIJV ( KS , K A , R I ,RS , 3TAS W ,NSW ,PAREA ,RHOS ,RHOA ,:OPS, CPA) KEQUV 
C KEQUV 
C TO CALCULATE EQUIVALENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,DENSITY t SP£CIF IC HEATKEQUV 
C AND AIR GAP WHEN SHIELD CONSISTS OF WIRES, KEQUV IN WATTS/CM C KEQUV 
C CPA IN WATTS 'SEC/GM C, AND RHOS I N GM/CG KEQUV 
C KEQUV 
REAL KA,KS KEQUV 
P I = 3 .1« i l 59 KEQUV 
P H I = PI* 'AREA. KEQUV 
P S I = D I A S W * P H I / ( 2 . 0 » R I 1 KEQUV 
TH£TA=(2.3*PI -NSW»PSI»/N-SW KEQUV 
< S = ( N S W / ( 2 . 0 * P I ) > * ( 3 S I * K S * T H E T A * K A I KEQUV 
RHOSSM^HOS* (D IASW/2 . 0 ) • * 2 * N S W + R H O A * ( R S * » 2 - R I * * 2 - ( D IASW/2 .01 KEQUV 
1 » * 2 * N S W ) ) / I R S * » 2 - P I » » 2 1 KEQUV 
CPS=OrASW/2.0 I ' 1 *2*NS'W*PHCS'*CPS*J ( ( R S » * 2 - R I » » 2 > - ( O I A S W / 2 . 0) KEQUV 
1 * * 2 * N S W ) * R H 0 A » C P A ) / ( I R S * * 2 - P I * * 2 J * R H O S S 1 KEQUV 
P.HQS = RHOSS KEQUV 
WRITE ( 6 , 3 8 1 1 KS KEQUV 
3 8 1 FORMAT (3X, 'KEQUV = * E 1 5 . 7 ) KEQUV 
RETURN KEQUV 
END KEQUV 
FUNCTION RESCOND (TCONO,NC*DIACW*1C3L1 RESCONO 
C RESCONO 
C TO CALCULATE D.C. ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF CONDUCTOR PER CM LENGTHRESCONO 
C I N OHMS/CM AND TO ACCOUNT FOR VARIATION OF RESISTANCE WITH RESCOND 
C CONDUCTOR TEMPERATURE, BOTH ALUMINUM AND COPPER . RESCOND 
C CONDUCTORS ARE CONSIDERED RESCOND 
C RESCOND 
I F ( I C 3 L . E Q . 1) GO TO 10 • - . RESCONO 
PESC=2 .385E-06 » RESCOND 
GO TO 23 RESCOND 
i t ) RESC=1.753E-Q6 RESCONO 
20 P E S C 0 2 5 = R E S C / < N C * 3 . 1 ^ 1 6 * ( D I A C W / 2 . 1 »*21 RESCONO 
I F ( I C 3 L . G T . 1) GOTO 311 " ' RESCONO 
RESC0N3=(234 .+TC0NDI *RESC025 /259 . RESCONO 
GO TO 312 RESCONO 
311 RESC0ND=<228.*TC0ND)wRESC025/253. RESCONO 
312 WRITE Co,310) RESCOND RESCONO 
310 FORMAT !8X,*RESCOND=*E15.71 RESCONO 
RETURN RESCONO 
END RESCONO 
FUNCTION RESSHLD ( ISHLO,NSW,DIASW,TSHLD*RI ,RS,CVRLAP,LAYI RESSHLO 
C RESSHLO 
C TO CALCULATE D.C. ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF SHIELD PER CM LENGTH RESSHLO 
C IN OH.-IS/CM AND TO ACCOUNT FOR VARIATION OF RESISTANCE WITH RESSHLO 
C * SHIELD TEMPERATURE, ONLY COPPER SHIELDS ARE CONSIDERED. RESSHLO 
C FACTOR OF 1.3 IS CORRUGATION CORRECTION FACTOR. RESSHLO 
C RESSHLO 
REAL LAY RESSHLO 
RESS=1 .758E-06 RESSHLO 
I F .CISHLD. -GT. i l GO TO 3 2 1 RESSHLO 
100 
20 <»ESS25 = l , 3 * R E S S / ( I 3 . 1 M 6 * ( R S * . * 2 - R I * » 2 ) » f O V R L A P * ( R S - R I ) I RESSHLfl 
GO TO 3 2 2 RESSHLd 
2 1 : ? E S S 2 5 = ( R E S S / ( N S W * 3 . 1 ^ 1 6 * < O l A S W / 2 ) * * 2 ) » * C S Q R T ( 1 . + < 3 . 1 t » 1 6 » RESSHLO 
1 ( R S * R I ) / L A Y ) . » » 2 ) I RESSHLO 
22 R E S S H L T = ( ? 3 ' + . * T S H L D ) * R E S S 2 5 / 2 5 9 . RESSHLO 
WRITE ( 6 , 3 2 3 1 RESSHLO RESSHLO 
2 3 FORMAT ( 8 X , * R E S S H L O = * E 1 5 . 7 » RESSHLO 
RETURN RESSHLO 
ENO RESSHLO 
F U N C T I O N S K I N E F F (RCOND1 S K I N E F F 
.".> S K I N E F F 
TO CALCULATE S K I N E F F E C T , R A T I O OF AC TO DC R E S I S T A N C E , S K I N E F F 
D I M E N S I O N L E S S S K I N E F F 
S K I N E F F 
COMMON / E R T H P R P / K E , C P E , R H O E , T E F , R E , T C O N D , T S H L O , X , Y SK INEFF 
D I M E N S I O N X l i » 7 ) t V f ( » 7 1 S K I N E F F 
REAL <E S K I N E F F 
XS = 3 7 . 5 * l / l l O O * S f 3 R T t « * . C O N D » 1 . 0 E * 0 6 1 1 S K I N E F F 
S K I N E F F = 1 . 3 * Y I N T l X , Y , f c 7 , 3 , X S 1 S K I N E F F 
6 1 W R I T E ( 6 * 3 6 2 ) S K I N E F F S K I N E F F 
62 F O R M A T ( ^ X , * S K I N E F F = * E 1 5 . 7 1 S K I N E F F 
RETURN S K I N E F F 
END S K I N E F F 
SUBROUTINE TR IDAG ( I F . L , A , B „C , CD,\M TRIDAG 
TRIDAG 
SU3-30UT INE FOR S O L V I N G A SYSTEM OF L I N E A R SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS TRIOAG 
H A V I N G A T R I D I A G O N A L C O E F F I C I E N T MATRIX TRIDAG 
TRIDAG 
D I M E N S I O N A ( 1 2 5 ) , B ( 1 2 5 ) , C ( 1 2 5 ) , 0 ( 1 2 5) , V CI 25 ) , BETA ( 25 6 ) , GAMMA ( 2 5 6 ) TRIDAG 
3 E T A ( I F ) = 3 ( I F ) TRIDAG 
G A M M A ( I C I - D ( I F ) / B E T A f I F ) TRIDAG 
I F P 1 = I F « - 1 TRIDAG 
DO 1 I = I F P 1 , L TRIDAG 
8 E T A ( I I = 3 ( I 1 - A ( I ) * C ( I - 1 ) / B E T A ( I - 1 ) TRIDAG 
1 G A M M A ( I ) = ( 3 ( I » - A I I ) * G A M M A 1 1 - 1 ) 1 / B c T A f I I "* TRIDAG 
V ( L ) = G A M M A ( L ) TRIDAG 
L A S T = L - I F TRIDAG 
DO ? K = 1 , L A S T TRIDAG 
I = L - K TRIDAG 
2 V ( I ) = G A M H A ( I ) - C ( I ) • ¥ ( 1 * 1 1 / 3 E T A ( I I " TRIDAG 
RETURN TRIOAG 
ENO • • • ., TRIDAG 
F U N C T I O N Y I N T ( X , V , N , N V P 1 V I N T 
' Y I N T 
USED TO I N T E R P O L A T E W I T H I N A SET OF TABULAR VALUES Y I N T 
Y I N T ... 
D I M E N S I O N X ( N ) , Y ( N ) , X X ( 1 0 ) „ X P ( 1 0 ) , X Q C 1 0 ) , Y V C 1 0 ) Y I N T 
I F ( P . L T . X ( l ) . O R . P . G T . X ( N ) 1 GO TO 8 Y I N T 
I F ( N . L T . M . 0 R . N . L E . 2 ) GO TO 6 Y I N T ..,. 
I F ( M . G T . 1 0 ) M=1Q Y I N T 
I F ( M . L T . 2 I M=2 Y I N T 
M l = M/2 V I N T 
DO 1 1 = 1 , N -". Y I N T 
I F ( P ' . L ' E . X ( I I I GO TO 2 Y I N T 
1 CONTINUE Y I N T 
2 IF (P ,L£. 3.5»(X(I)*X(I-11 I .AND. M .GT. 21 I = 1-1 VINT 
MO - I-Ml YINT 
ME = M0*M-1 YINT 
I F • ( M O . L T . i l M0 = 1 "••••••• Y I N T 
I F ( M E . G T . N J M Q = N - M * 1 * Y I N T 
0 0 3 1 = 1 , M Y I N T 
L = M O + 1 - 1 Y I N T 
X P ( I I = X ( L ) - P Y I N T 
X Q ( I ) = X ( L I Y I N T 
101 
3 YY(I) = Y(L) VINT 
DO 5 1=2,M YINT 
DO k J = I,M YINT 
k XX(J) = (YY( I-l)»XP(J)-YY(JI»XTMI-l)|/f XQ(J)-XQCI'-1» ) YINT 
DO 5 J-1,H YINT 
5 YY(J) = XXCJ) YINT 
YINT = YY(M) YINT 
RETURN YINT 
6 WRITE (6,7) YINT 
7 FORMAT (/ , i * i»HINTERPOL. I S IMPOSIBLE, CSATA ARRAY TOO SMALL) YINT 
RETURN YINT 
ft WPITE ( 6 , 9 ) P YINT 
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